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Category-2 storm closed down the city for
a week in September. Ninety- four
centimetres of snow coupled wit h one
hundred plus kilometres per hour winds on 18 February
re su lted in a similar hiatus of regu lar activ[ies throughou t
the city. For both of these events, we, as meteorologists
and oceanographe rs, may take some pride in our skill in
fore casting these events. However, we also realize that we

have as much difficulty as the rest of our fellow citizens in
anticipating the power that these events have to disrupt our
lives, des troy our property and endanger ou r lives and

limbs.
When I am travell ing in Canada, I usually tum the hotel TV
on to the Weather Channel. Their programm ing between

Waves in Hurricane Juan by W. Perrie ,

local, national and international forecasts dea ls with the
impact of weather on our comm un ities. David Phillips ofte n

Q. Zou , W. Zhang and X Ren

B. Toulany, Y. Hu, R. Padilla , P. Sm ith,

rema rks how much Canadians like talking abo ut the
weather. It is through the telling of our weather stories to
each other that we will come to develop a better personal
unde rstanding of the poten tial impacts of extreme weather
on our lives. Weather Broadcasters have been Canadian
media sta rs because of the quality of the information and
stories that they have presented to u s day after day.

T he Stonm Surge and Waves at Ha lifax
with Hu rricane Juan by Peter Bowyer
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make both our orga nizations a more comfortable home for
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the hydrological com munity.
Althoug h I still have three months and an Ann ual meeting to
go as President , this is my final column. A year goes by so

This publication is produced under the authority of the Canadian
Meteorological and Oceanographic Society. Except where
explicitly sta ted, opinions expressed in this publication are those
ofthe authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the Society.

quickly. I now understand why the Past President is such an
active me m ber of the na tio na l exe cutive. Th ey are using

their year to complete all of the things that they tried to
initiate as President. I hope to see m any of you in
Edmon ton and Ilook forward to reading the t houghts and
words of Hal Ritchie in this space in August.

Cette publication est produite sous /a responsabilite de la Societe
canadienne de meteoro/ogie et d'oceanographie . A moins d'avis
contraire , les opinions exprimees sont celles des aute urs et ne
refletent pas necessairement celles de la Societe .

Allyn Clarke
President / President

CM O S exists for the advancement of meteorology and
oceanography In Canada .
Le but de la SCMO est de stimuler I'interet pour la
meteorologie et I'oceanographie au Canada.
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Letters to the Editor

journal called Ene rgy & Environment without proper peer
review by experts within the paleoclimate community. Th ey
claim to have found 'errors' in the ana lyses by Mann et al.
that, when corrected, just happen to downgrade the
significance of re centclim ate cha nge . Mann and colleagues
are apparently in the process of form ally publishing the ir
re buttal, but have in Ihe mean-time put their preliminary

26 February 2004
Subject: Climate Change
fully agree with Allan MacRae's assertion that
organizations like CMOS need to openly debate clim ate
change (and other) science (Letters to the editor, CMOS
Bulletin Vol 32 (1 )) . However , we also need to agree on

rea ct ions

some guidelines on how to structure such debate to make
sure it is constructive and useful in
advancing

understanding. One such guideline should deal wilh
distinguishing between sound, credib le science and sloppy
(incredible?) science. The two cases he presents are good
examples of why we need this.

th eir

website

at

respected , experienced and in va riably careful researchers

the courtesy of a considered respons e, after they ha ve had
tim e to study the so-called audit in detail ." (see
htlp:l/www.cru .uea.ac.uk/-timo/paleo/). I suggest we all
read those comments carefully!

Shaviv and Veizer , in their paper in GSA today, present an
intrigu ing argument as to w hy changes in cosmic radiation
may have been the dominant cause of climate change on
mu lti-million-year time-scales. However, their assumption

That brings me back to my orig inal commentson guidelines
about distinguishing between good and sloppy science in
the published literature. There are anum ber of criteria to
consider. For example, what is the expertise of the authors
with respect to the topic they are writing about? Has the
paper been properly peer reviewed (by experts within the
discipline under discussion)? Is the journal in which it is
published a respectable venue for sound science on the
topic in question? Has the new piece of 'evidence' been put
into proper context with the large body of scientific
knowledge already available on Ihe issue?

thatall residual long term changes in climate not attributable
to cosm ie radiation are due to changes in CO 2
concentrations, and are, therefore , indicative of climate
sensitivity to projected CO 2 changes over the next century,

is simply bad science. Firslly, there are many other
important fac tors that affect climate change on million-year
time -scales , including contine ntal drift, changes in the
Earth's orbit around the sun, implod ing asteroids etc.
Secondly, as their paper shows , various estimates for CO 2
concentrations 500 million years ago have a range of a

factor of ten, making any attempt to calculate climate
sensitivity to CO, change on that time-scale virtually
meaningless . Thirdly, comparing causes of climate change
on the time-scale of 500 mil lio n years with that of the next
century is , figu ratively speaking, like compa ring factors that
have affected average wealher ove r the past 13 700 years
(which happens to include most of the last deglaciation
period and the entire Hol ocene) with that of the next 24
HOURS! . Furthermore, a recent critique of the Shaviv and
Veizer paper published in EOS bya team of 11 internatkmal
experts (Rahmsto rf et al. in EOS 85: 37, 40, Jan 27, 2004)
ind icates tha t the authors, among other questionable steps
in their analysis , applied several adjustm ents to the data to
artificially enhance Ihe correlation, and th at th is correlation
does not hold up under scrutiny.

Once we've answered these and other questions , we will be

in a betler position to judge what we should be debating.
Indeed, let's talk about it!
Henry Heng eveld
Toronto, Ontario

1 March 2004
Subject: Climate Change
It was with dismay that I read Mr. MacRae's letter to the
editor in the February edition of the CMOS Bulletin. His
arguments are misguided and I fee l compelled to address
his statements.

The second paper mentioned by MacR ae is even more

questionable in terms of the quality of the science . Neither
Mcintyre (a retired energy com pany executive) nor
McKitrick (an economist) has any scientific background that
would qu alify them to judge Ihe work of seasoned
paleoclimatolgists. Nonetheless, the y decide to do a n 'audit'
of the work undertaken by Michael Mann. Mann jusl
happens to be one of the most respected investigators in
the world of proxy data for climates of the past few
millennia. The Mcintyre & McKitrick audil was undertaken
witho ut any discussion wilh Man n regarding methodologies,
involved adjustments to the data base used by Mann et aI. ,
and was then published in a relatively obscure, soft science
CMOS Bulletin SCMO Vo1.32, NO.2

on

http://www.cru.uea.a c. u k/-tim o/paleo/EandEPa perProble
m 03nov03 .pdf. Meanwhile , a team of paleoclimate experls
in the UK have also raised a cautiona ry? flag about the
MCintyre paper, noting that "objective readers, with a desire
to get to the "tru th" of this issue , wou ld do well not to jump
to prem ature conclusions and at leasl allow these

Mr. MacRae states that there is evidence to suggest thai
there "is essentially no correlation between atmospheric

CO, concentrations and temperatures". On the contrary, it
is a well-known fact that if it were not for the greenhouse
effect (a nd the particular concentralion of greenhouse
gases), then the earth would be uninhabitable. This is
based on the sound scien@c principle that the
concentration of greenhouse gases (GHGs) is largely
responsible for con trolling the mean global atmospheric
temperature. In olher words, there is indeed a direct link
between temperature and the concentration of CO,. To
-34-

suggest otherwise would fly in the face of basic atm ospheric
physics. A review of the science used to determine the
amount of radiative forcing caused by CO 2 is available on
the IPCC web site at http://www.ipcc .ch /.

the same physics as do the climate models) in recent
decades? It should also be noted that climate models have
only been able accurately to reproduce the observed
climate record since 1880 (and dramatic warming observed
in recent decades) by includ ing natural forCing and by
increasing the concentratklns of GHGs according to the
levels observed during that tim e (Stott et al. 2000; see
graph at www.grida.no/c lim ate/ipcc_ta r/wg1/fi g12-7.htm ).

It is important to note that recent claims in the scientific
literature (Shaviv and Veizer 2003) that cosm ic rays control
global atmospheric tem peratures have since been
dismissed by 11 em inent earth and space scientists
(Rahmstorf et al. 2004). Rather, there is overwhelming
research (e.g., Crowley 2000) that identifies anthropogenic
GHG forcing as be ing dominant during the late 20" century.

Since the onset of the industria l revolutio n, humans have
been responsib le for burn ing enorm ous amounts of fossil

fuels . The result is that, according to several independent

Of course, other factors, such as the amount of incom ing

ice core studies, the current concentration of CO 2 is at its

solar radiation, also playa role in modulating the mean
global tem perature. It is well understood that changes in the
earth's orbit around th e sun (Milankovitch theory) and sola r

highest level in 500,000 years , and likely the highest levels
in the past 20 mil lion years. Perhaps more impo rtantly, the
rapid rate of increase in the concentration of CO 2 observed
since the 19 th century is unprecedented. Furthermore, we

activity can change the amount of incoming solar radiation,
and in turn, affect global temperatures - this is nothing
new . However, these changes in the earth 's orbit occur on

know for a fact that anthropogenic CO, is the reason for this
increase. Reputab le scientists agree that such a significant

time-scal es of m any thousands of years, and would not,
therefore, produce the rapid warming that we have
observed in recent decades. This is supported by the fact

increase in CO 2 leve ls is having a dramatic effect on the

fragile balance of the closed earth-atmosphere system.
Consequently, it would be na"lve and irresponsible to assert

that the projected doubling of CO, leve ls would have no
effect wha tsoever on that system thro ugh an increase in the
mean global temperature.

that solar rad iation flux record does not show an increase in

the last 50 or so years that would expla in the dramatic
increase in global tem peratu res observed during this time .

Mr. MacRae's letter creates the impression that Mann's
"hockey stick" (Mann et al. 1998, 1999; hereafter MBH) is
incorrect and that this is the last "shred of evidence
supporting Kyoto" . As proof of th is he sites a study
conducted by Mcintyre and McKitrick (2003; hereafter MM).
Mr. MacRae neglects to point out that there is abundant
evidence suggesting that the wo rk ofMM is se riously flawed
and may contain critica l errors. MBH recently stated that the

What most people fail to recognise in the hype surrounding
the Kyoto debate is that all those smoke stacks and vehicle
exhausts that are producing GHGs are also venting copious
am ou nts of pollutants into the atm osphere. These pollutants
are having a marked detrimental effect on the health of both
humans and the environment. One side benefit of Kyoto is
that by red ucing GHGs we wil l ultimately also reduce th e
amount of pollutants that we are producing . Another
important fact that is lost in the Kyoto debate is that the

reason for this discrepancy is that ..... MM have made critical

errors in their analysis that have the effect of grossly
distorting the reconstruction of MBH. Key indicators of the
original MBH network appear to have been omitted for the
early period 1400-1600, with major consequences for the
charac te r of the MM reconstruction on the NH

current rate at which we are exploiting our natural reso urces

is not sustainable. Developed countries may benefit in the
short term (in materialistic terms at least), but both our and
future generations wi ll pay a very dear price for our greed
and shortsighted ness .

temperatures ... ". Both groups of resear chers are in the

process of trying to

ident~y

reasons for the observed

Kyoto is not perfect, but it presents a very important

discrepancies , so MM's findings are not conclusive. There
is much mo re evidence indicating that the recent dramatic

encouraging nations to adopt et hical, sustainable and

mechanism

increase in CO, levels is largely responsible for the
observed global warming than Mr. MacRae suggests . In
fact , the work of MBH agrees with independe nt

to

counter

globa l

warming

while

also

environm entally-responsible operating practices. Moreover,

Kyoto wil l improve the quality of

I~e

of the entire global

community. In recent years, several European countries

have shown that it is possible to lead an environmen tallyall it takes is
responsible lifestyle and still prosper political will, ing en uity and com m itment.

reconstructio ns of the historical temperature record made

by Jones et al. (1998), Pollack et al. (1998) and Briffa
(2000). So it is incorrect for Mr. MacRae to cite MM 's paper
as proof that anthropogen ic forcing of global warm ing is not

Julian Charles Brimelow
MSc Meteorology
Edmonton, Alberta

occurring .

Mr. MacRae does not provide any evidence Whatsoever to
support his statement that " ..... climate computer modelling
proves absolutely nothing , especially when the science on
which it is based is incorrect". This kind of rhetoric is

unwarranted and grossly misleading. For example , how
would he explain the remarkable advances shown by
modern numerical weather prediction models (which employ
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ARTICLES
Classifying Hurricane Juan

by Peter Bowyer'
Foreword: At 12:10 a.m . ADT, Monday September 29, 2003, Hurricane Juan made landfall in Nova Scotia as one of the
most powerful and damaging hurricanes to ever affect Canada .

Preambule: C'est a 0 h 10 HAA, Ie lundi 29 septembre 2003 , que la Nouvelle Ecosse a ete touchee par I'ouragan Juan,
I'un des ouragans les plus puissants et les plus destructeurs jamais observes au Canada.
"Why was Juan downgraded to a Category 1 hurricane when we have had Category 3 damage in Halifax?"
"Why was Juan downgraded to a tropical storm before it reached Prince Edward Island; it's obvious that we
were hit with a hurricane?"
"If Hortense (1996) was a Category 1 hurricane wh en it hit us, then isn't it obvious that Juan should be a
Category 2-3 hurricane given the more extensive damage?·

The extensive wind damage (especially to trees) seems to
indicate that something stronger than a Category 1
hurricane hit the Maritimes. However, it is difficult to use
trees to make an assessment because their vulnerability to
toppling depends on their type and the depth of their roots.
As well, the severe wind shear (strong changes in wind
through small changes in elevation) associated with
tropical cyclones in higher latitudes could result in winds
that are 20-30 km/hr higher at the tops of trees than at the ir
base. Wind shear of this magnitude can be a large fa ctor
in sign ificant tree blow-downs. In keeping with these
findings, the US National Hurricane Center cautions that
wind speeds at the top of tall office buildings may be as
much as 1 Saffir-Simpson category higher than at the
surface . In addition , small -scale vortices and wind maxima
within the storm can create areas of locally higher winds,
and greater damage.

These are just a few of the questions that have been asked
in the countless emails that I have received since
Hurricane Juan hit the Maritimes at the end of September.
A power-denied and hurricane-wary public is looking for
someone or something to blame, and the storm that hit us
"had better be more than just a Category 1 hurricane!"
So what is the classification of Juan at landfall? In many
ways, the answer is straightforward. The Saffir-Simpson
scale is a 1-5 rating based on a hurricane's present
intensity. The scale is used to give an estimate of the
potential property damage and fiooding expected along the
coast from a hurricane landfall. Wind speed is the
determining factor in the scale , as storm surge values are
highly dependent on the slope of the continental shelf in
the landfall region . Note that all winds are a i-minute
average .
Category 1

119 - 153 km/hr

Category 2

154 - 177 km/hr

Category 3

178 - 209 km/hr

Category 4

210- 249 km/hr

Category 5

Winds more than 249 km/hr

Wind Data
Surface wind reports, whether they be from land stations,
ships, rigs or buoys, are invaluable in measuring the
strength of a severe storm Ii ke a hurricane.
In the absence of wind data from near the surface, satellite
imagery is diagnosed and the hurricane compared to
analogous satellite signatures from known storms of the
past. This diagnostic technique, known as the Dvorak
technique, becomes more unreliable as hurricanes leave
the tropics and move into our latitudes.

Table 1: Saffir-S impson scale

I

Program Manager, Canadian Hurricane Centre, Halifax, N.S.
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McNabs Island NS
Wind Speed and Direction
Hurricane Juan
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Figure 1: McNabs Island, NS, Wind Speed (knots) and Direction (degrees) during Hurricane Juan with peak gust illustrated
Doppler radar data provides another perspective as it
remotely estimates the winds throughout the core of the
storm . Radar echoes reflect back from the rain within the
storm and a comparison of subsequent echoes allows for
a calculation of rainfall motion , and hence, the wind. While
Doppler radar gives only an estimate of wind speeds, it
provides a glimpse at winds throughout the entire storm all
at once .

The Strongest Winds in Juan
The Convair aircraft flew into Juan just prior to landfall and
deployed anum ber of dropsondes. The most notable winds
were from the dropsonde released about 28 km southsoutheast of Clam Harbour, NS, at 11 :54 pm ADT (taking
8 minutes to reach the surface). It is likely that this was just
east of the strongest winds in Juan. The dropsonde
reported winds of 154 km/hr at 240 m above the surface,
174 km/hr at 630 m, and 182 km/hr at just over 1 km .
Conversion of the strongest of these winds to surface winds
gives 143 km/hr.

In addition to surface , satellite, and radar data,
reconnaissance aircraft may also be sent into a storm to
help determine its intensity. Flight-level winds are
converted to representative surface winds through known
reduction factors. During three of the last four hurricane
seasons, EnvironmentCanada 'sMeteorolog ical Service of
Canada (MSC), in collaboration with the National Research
Council (NRC), has used the Convair 580 aircraft to fly into
tropical cyclones to deploy data-gathering instruments
called dropsondes. These instruments, analogous to
radiosondes (weather balloons), are released from the
aircraft while it flies through the storm . As the dropsonde
descends, it measures temperature, pressure, humidity,
and wind, and transm its these data back to the ground
station .

The Doppler radar at Gore , NS, estimated the strongest
winds between 206-213 km/hr about 1 km above the
surface. Using a similar rate of change of winds in the
lower level of the atmosphere recorded by the dropsondes
gives surface winds of 133 km/hr.
The McNabs Island autostation (anemometer located atop
the 19-metre high lighthouse on Maugher's Beach) reported
a 2-minute susta ined wind of 151 km/hrwith gusts to 176
km/hr. This converts to a surface wind of 152 km/hr.
The Eirik Raude (a semi-submersible drill ship) located
about 37 km south of Lawrencetown, NS, reported a wind
of 99 knots (the anemometer was pin ned at the top of its
range for 30-60 seconds indicating that the winds were
actually higher). This converts to a surface wind of 147
km/hr.

Regardless of the data source, winds must be converted to
a 1-minute average at the 10-metre level (the standard
level established by international standards). These
converted winds are referred to by meteorologists as
"surface winds."
CMOS Bulletin SCMO Vo1.32, No.2
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the underlying coastal water temperatures are much lower.

The Earl Grey recorded a peak wind gust (at 20 metre
elevation) of 125 knots (234 km/hr) while at anchor in the
Bedford Basin (the head of Halifax Harbour). This converts
to surface winds of 159 km/hr.

Hurricane categorization can be very complex; Hurricane
Andrew (1992) was upgraded to a Category 5 hurricane this
past year ... ten years after making landfall in Florida. It
is hoped that we will be aided by wind/structural engineers
regarding the damage from Juan to buildings and manmade structures and that this will help to polarize our
findings to a single confident conclusion .

There were also a number of anemometers which were
destroyed during the hurricane and were , therefore, unable
to capture the highest winds. The Marine Traffic Control
Centre for Halifax Harbour reported that both of their
instruments broke (Shannon Hill and Chebucto Head). The
MacDonald Bridge between Halifax and Dartmouth
recorded a sustained wind of 91 km/hr with gusts to 126
km/hr before it stopped reporti ng at 11 :40 p.m. ADT
(perhaps a power failure). The Sambro Light Boat Station
anemometer was torn out by the storm even though it had
survived a previous storm in which it had logged a peak
wind of 19B km/hr.

As to our certainties :
• Juan claimed more lives (at least 8) in Atlantic
Canada than any other tropical cyclone since the
"Escuminac Disaster" killed over 30 fish ermen in
the southwestern Gulf of SI. Lawrence in June
1959;

Other notable wind reports include:

• Juan is the first hurricane since 1893 to bring its
worst winds over the city of Halifax;

• Halifax Intemational Airport - new record
extreme gust of 143 km/hr;
• Charlottetown Airport
gusting to 139 km/hr;

Even had Juan been weaker and of comparable strength
to Hortense (1996), it would have been perceived as a
worse storm because the worst conditions in the storm
affected a greater portion of the population .

sustained 95 km/hr,

• Confederation Bridge - sustained 111 km/hr,
gusting to 135 km/hr.
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Reproduced here with permission of the author.
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A different perspective of Hurricane Juan: flying into the storm!!!
by Chris Fogart y2
Hurricane Juan Dropsonde Sequence and Storm Track - 29 sept 2003

Hu rricane Juan was the fourth tropical storm that Canadian
weather researchers have flown into duri ng the past four
years. The Meteorological Research Branch of
Environment Canada has funding from Search and Rescue
to learn more about dangerous hurricanes moving into
Canad ian territory . Hurricane Juan was an excellent
research opportunity for our team , and I was one of the
crew members (support meteorologist) on board the
National Research Council's Convair aircraft the night we
flew into the storm .
This note is a descript ive time line of the fl ight and
meteorological conditions we experienced the night of
September 28th , 2003. Figure 1 illustrates the flight pattern
and the locations where we dropped our weather
instrument packages (dropsondes).
• 9:45pm - aircraft is outside at the IMP hangar at Halifax
International wh ich looked like a ghost-town on the drive
over; it is closed to all commercial flights tonight; pilots are
powering up and technicians are frantically trying to fix a
problem with the power supply.
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• 10:02pm - al l clear for departure; rain intensity is picking
up as we climb out and head to the south .

Figure 1: Hurricane Juan Oropsonde Sequence and
Storm Track - 28 Sept 2003

• 10:08pm - you can feel wind buffeting the aircraft with a
side-to-side motion ; winds are out of the southeast at 70 kts
at 3000 feet.

• 10:41pm - noting very warm airmass with freezing level
at 16 500 feet and flight-level temperature of only -5°C .

• 10: 10pm - continuing light-to-moderateturbulence due to
strong southeast winds of 75-80 knots about 12 000 feet.

• 10:45pm - beginning discussions with fl ight crew and
ground support meteorolog ist (Jim Abraham) about
adjusting our flight plan to turn around and fly through the
eye again before it hits land .

• 10:15pm - releasing fi rst dropsonde instrument about 20
km offshore of Prospect, Nova Scotia; big sigh of relief
when wind data comes in (previously there were problems
with instruments' wind data).

• 11 :OOpm - making a hard right turn to the northwest; stop
dropping instruments for a while.
• 11 :15pm - I request that we now start heading north ... I'm
getting nervous about possibly missing flying through the
centre aga in, based on discussion with Jim regarding the
acceleration speed of the storm .

• 10:30pm - first transect through the eye heading south
along the storm track ; light-moderate turbulence stopped
once in the eye .

• 11 :27pm - begin resuming high-frequency dropsonde
deployments; now heading northeast parallel to the Nova
Scotia coast and about 70 km southeast of Shelburne .

• 10:35pm - waiting for rain to show up on radar but it
never does - the south side of the storm is dry; we are
depending on instruments for information - can 't see a thing
out the wi ndows (night) .

2

Hurricane Researcher, Canadian Hurricane Centre, Halifax, N .S.
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• 12:26am -last dropsonde being released, that makes 25
total; happy mood am ong the crew - wind data from sondes
was a lot better than hurricane Isabel; Walter says he is
very happy with cloud microphysical data.

• 11 :40pm - things get interesting again ... rain signals
return on radar; turbulence increasing again; icing
occurring on wi ngs.
• 11 :43pm - nose-cone radar shows that we are in the eye
again; there is a steady turbulent shake of the plane, but
nothing severe; co-pilot notes ice crystals/mixed-phase ice
on the aircraft suggesting high ice concentrations in the
clouds; I note very warm fi ight-Ievel temperature of -2'C at
20000 feet.

• 12:40am - weather deteriorating in Sydney with gusty
winds, decide to recover in Stephenville, Newfoundland.

• 11 :46pm - now just east of the eye and about 40 km
south of Halifax; moderate turbulence, southerly winds
about 80 kts at flight level.

• 12:42am - talking with Jim who is in lobby of weather
office building which was evacuated; conditions are near
the wors! in the city.

• 11 :53pm - continue to see incredibly strong southerly
winds below the aircraft down to the ocean from dropsonde
data; a few strong updrafts push plane around.

• 1:OOam - en route to Stephenville, encountering sudden
turbu lent jolts likely due to mountain turbulence; these jolts
worse than in the hurricane!

• 12:05am - decide to decrease frequency of dropsonde
deployments; moving further away from the storm centre.

• 1:15am -landing in Stephenville, Terra-Firma!

• 12:10am - talking with Jim at the weather office where
the weather is going downhill rapidly; speaks of blackouts
in the city.

Source: Environment Canada , Atlantic, website at:
http://www.atl.ec.gc.ca/weather/hurricane/juan/
Reproduced here with permission of the author.
October 31, 2003.

• 12:30am - pilot is contemplating whether to attempt a
landing in Sydney, making the left turn .

Why did a Category-2 Hurricane hit Nova Scotia?
An explanation of the unusual intensity of Hurricane Juan
by Chris

Fogarti

It is not rare for hurricanes to strike Nova Scotia (once
every three years lately), but usually they are ba rely
hurricane strength when they reach our shores. Hurricane
Juan made landfall on September 29th , 2003 as a marginal
Category 2 hurricane with maximum sustained wind speeds
of 85 knots (158 km/hr). Based on hurricane records during
the past 100 years, it appears that such a strong hurricane
in Nova Scotia occurs only once in 50 years.

is that the warm er-than-normal water slowed down the rate
at which the hurricane would normally weaken in this
region.
There is more to the story than just water temperatures.
Hurricane Juan actually did not weaken much at all when
it headed across the cooler shelf waters south of Nova
Scotia . The hurricane accelerated , and, as a result, the
wind speeds increased relative to the ground and ocean .
The storm on its own was still weakening, but the rapid
forward motion almost counteracted the weakening as far
as wind speeds were concerned . Furthermore , the
hurricane spent less time over the cooler waters because
it was moving so rapidly, and hence there was less time fo r
the storm to weaken.

So what made Juan so powerful when it reached Nova
Scotia? The answer to that question has a lot to do with the
unusually warm ocean surface water temperatures during
the tail end of September 2003. Hurricanes need 26'C
water temperatures to intensify. Once they move over
colder waters, they begin to weaken. The rate at which they
weaken depends strongly on the water temperature . The
general water temperatures between the Gulf Stream and
the Nova Scotia coast on Septem ber 28 th were about 18'C.
The normal temperatures are around 15'C for this date, so
the large area of yellow in the image south of Nova Scotia
would normally be green. The basic answer to the question

3

The warmer-than-normal water can have two effects.
Firstly, it can keep the hurricane going a little longer than
it would otherwise . Secondly, the atmosphere is more
unstable if the water is warm, and th is equates to stronger
winds reaching the ground and ocean . If stronger winds

Hurricane Researcher, Canadian Hurricane Centre, Halifax, NS.
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This could happen in an increasingly warmer climate or
with changes in the dynamics olthe warm Gulf Stream that
may allow warmer waters to move toward Nova Scotia.

reach the ocean, then these winds can help fuel the storm
with more moist energy from the water.
There are indications that Hurricane Juan may have been
20-30 km/hr weaker when it hit Nova Scotia under normal
ocean conditions. That would correspond to a 130-km/hr
storm. When you factor in the increased stability of the
atmosphere over 15-degree (as opposed to 18-degree)
water, then this may account for 10-20 km/hr less wind at
the surface. These considerations leave you with a
marginal hurricane hitting the coast, with less damage.

Source: Environment Canada , Atlantic, website at:
http://www.atl.ec.gc.ca/weather/h urri ca ne/j uanl
Reproduced here with permission of the author.
October 24, 2003.
You may also wish to consult the following website:
http://www.novaweather.net/Hurricane_Juan.htm I

More work will be done in order to quantify the influence of
ocean surface water temperature on the intensity of
hurricanes in A~antic Canada. If the seemingly small
departure of water tem perature from 15' C to 18'C makes
a significant impact on storm strength like we believe, then
we should be very concerned about long-term trends in
ocean temperatures .

Should "Hurricane Juan" Be Retired?
by Peter Bowyer"
Naming of Hurricanes in the Atlantic
The custom of naming hurricanes and tropical storms in the
Atlantic began in 1950. Experience showed that the use of
names, both in written and spoken communication, was
less subject to error than the more cumbersome latitudelongitude identification methods that had been in use.
These conventions evolved until 1979, following which they
have remained unchanged to today.

name of such a devastating storm is inappropriate for
reasons of compassion and sensitivity. Whenever a
hurricane has had this level of impact, any country affected
by the storm can make a request to the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) that the name of the
hurricane be "retired."
Retiring a name actually means that it cannot be reused for
at least 10 years, to facilitate historic references, legal
actions, insurance claim activities, etc., and to avoid public
confusion with another storm of the same name. The WMO
Hurricane Committee in the region of responsibility (in the
case of the North Atlantic, it is Region Area IV) considers
the request by the affected country, and if agreeable,
strikes the storm nam e from the list and selects another
name of like-gender and like-ethnicity.

• 1950 - Storms named according to the phonetic
alphabet: Able, Baker, Charlie, etc.
• 1953 - Phonetic alphabet names abandoned; a
single list of female names adopted: Alice,
Barbara , Carol, Dolly, Edna, Florence , Gail, Hazel,
etc.
• 1955 - Rotating lists of female names
introduced .
• 1979 - Male names introduced; six different lists
of names to be used in rotation, alternating gender
between subsequent names as well as the starting
name in subsequent years. The names must
reflect the languages prevalent in the Caribbean,
and Central and North America, namely: English,
Spanish and French.

To date, more than 50 storm names have been retired .
Asking for Juan to Be Retired
In consideration of the lost and damaged lives, the impact
to economy, and the widespread destruction of trees
through two provinces, the Meteorological Service of
Canada, on behalf of Nova Scotians and Prince Edward
Islanders, will request that Hurricane Juan be retired.

The Retirement of Hurricane Names
Hurricanes that have a severe impact on lives or the
economy are remembered for generations after the
devastation that they have caused. Some go into weather
history. In many cases it is felt that the future use of the

4

This request will be presented at the annual meeting of the
WMO RAIV Hurricane Committee in the Spring of 2004,
along with supporting justification. This will be the first time
that Canada has requested the retirement of a storm name.

Program Manager, Canadian Hurricane Centre, Halifax, NS.
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A Matter of Perspective
As Environment Canada's Senior Climatologist David
Phillips often reminds us, people are fascinated by the
weather. It is little wonder that we are comfortable
personifying storms that wreak havoc, or that we find
amusement in the naming of hurricanes. And where a
storm doesn't come with a name, we seem compelled to
fi nd a moniker to facilitate our need to talk about it.
Infamous storms such as "The Independence Hurricane,"
"The Saxby Gale ," "The Columbus Day Storm," "The
Groundhog Day Storm," "The Escuminac Disaster," and ,
"The Ice Storm," each provide rallying points for
conversation and reflection . As unique as the names, were
the calamities brought by each of those tempests.

(Note: The name of "Hazel" was retired after causing
considerable loss of life and destruction through the
Antilles and the Carolinas in 1954. Because Hazel was not
officially a hurricane when it struck Ontario , ultimately
killing 83 people , Canada was not one of the coun tries
wh ich requested the retirement ... but Canadians were
very much in agreement).

Next year will mark the 50" anniversary of Hurricane
Hazel: another infamous storm with a name . For those of
us who weren't in Toronto on that infamous October night
in 1954, the inevitable books, TV specials, and radio shows
in the coming year will fascinate and entertain us with
stories and images. For those who were there, the painful
reminders will only bring sobriety. After 1954, the name of
Hazel was never used again .

A more complete history of the practice of naming tropical
cyclones, along with the current lists of names , can be
found here at a web site from the U.S. National Hurricane
Center: http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutnames.shtml. Some
of the material used in this short article was taken from that
site .
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Source: Environment Canada, Atlantic, website at:
http://www.atl.ec.gc.ca/weather/h urri ca ne/juanl
Reproduced here with permission of the author.
October 31, 2003.

Some think it is melodramatic to ask for the name of Juan
to be retired . My guess is that the vast majority of the half
million people who were significantly affected by this storm
inherently understand that retiring the name won't mean
that it will be forgotten. Hazel hasn't been forgotten.
Likewise, Juan won't be forgotten; it will be remembered ,
wi th perspective .

2003 Atlantic Hurricane Summary
Note from the Editor: The fol lowing table of information is
taken from the Monthly Summaries , released during the
hurricane season, and the Tropical Cyclone Reports, the
official reports by the U.S. National Hurricane Center on
each
tropical
cyclone in
the
Atlantic
(see:http://www.nhc.noaa .gov/2003atlan.summary.shtml) .
During the hurricane season the table is updated on a
monthly basis or as the information becomes available .
The fourth column (W/P) provides the max 1-minute wind
(W) in mph and the minimum sea-level pressure (P) in mb.

#

Name

Dates

W/P

Deaths

8

Erika

14-17 Aug

75/986

2

9

Nine

21·22 Aug

35/1007

0

10

Fabian

27 Aug-8 Sep

145/939

8

11

Grace

30-31 Aug

40/1007

0

12

Henri

3-8 Sep

60/997

0

13

Isabel

6-19 Sep

165/920

16

14

Fourteen

8-10 Sep

35/1007

0

#

Name

Dates

W/P

Deaths

15

Juan

25-29 Sep

105/969

2

1

Ana

21-24 April

50/996

2

16

Kate

25 Sep-7 Oct

125/952

0

2

Two

10-11 June

35/1008

0

17

Larry

1-6 Oct

601993

5

3

Bill

29 Jun-1Jul

60/997

4

18

Mindy

10-14 Oct

45/1002

0

4

Claudette

8-17 July

90/979

1

19

Nicholas

13-23 Oct

60/997

0

5

Danny

16-20 July

75/1000

2

20

Odette

4-7 Dec

65/993

8

6

Six

19-21 July

35/1010

0

21

Peter

7-11 Dec

70/990

0

7

Seven

25-27 July

35/1016

0
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John Loder (President, comite de selection Huntsman)
loderj@mar.dfo-mpo.gc.ca.

Call for Nominations
A.G. Huntsman Awards - Silver Jubilee
The A. G. Huntsman Award was created in 1980 to
recognize excellence in marine sciences. To mark its 25 th
anniversary. a 2-day jubilee is planned for the fall of 2005.
hosted by the Bedford Institute of Oceanography and
Dalhousie University. Medals will be presented in each of
the following disciplinary categories:
• Biological/Fisheries Oceanography;
• Marine Geosciences; and
• Physical/Chemical Oceanography.

Laureat du Prix A.G. Huntsman 2003
La Fondation A. G. Huntsman est heureuse d'annoncer que
Ie laureat du Prix A.G. Huntsman en 2003 est Lynne Talley,
professeur a I'institut Scripps d'oceanographie, a La Jolla,
Californie. Le prix a ete remis par Dr. Garry Rempel , de la
Societe royale du Canada, lors d'une ceremonie speciale
tenue a I'lnstitut oceanographique de Bedfo rd, Ie mercredi
5 novembre 2003 . Dr. Talley a ete honoree pour ses
contributions exceptionelles a la comprehension de la
circulation et de la ventilation de I'ocean global . Pendant sa
carriere, elle a rassemble et synthetise de grandes bases de
donnees pour jeter un eclairage nouveau sur la circulation
thermohal ine des oceans . De plus, elle a publie des
analyses importantes de processus oceaniques tel que les
instabili tes barotropiques, la tMorie de la ventilation de la
thermocline , et Ie melange ella convection. Elle a mene
des expeditions oceanographiques dans tous les principaux
bassins oceaniques autres que l'Arctique, et elle a dirige les
comites scientifiques directeurs de programme majeurs sur
Ie climat oceanique, tel que Ie World Ocean Circulation
Experiment. El le a re9u Ie prix Rosenstiel en 2001 et une
bourse pour les jeunes chercheurs de la U.S. National
Science Foundation en 1987, et elle est membre de
l'American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

In addition. a special award will be presented to recognize
excellence in interdisciplinary marine science. This award
is intended to recognize exceptional contributions across
two or more marine science disciplines, at the interface
between marine science and related science disciplines, or
in the expansion of marine sciences into new fields.
You are encouraged to submit nominations for outstanding
individuals in the above categories by 30 June 2004. More
information on the nomination procedure can be found on
the Huntsman website at:
http://www.bio.gc.ca/huntsman/huntsman-e.html
For further information, please contact John Loder (Chair,
Huntsman Selection Committee) at loderj@mar.dfompo.gc.ca .

A.G. Huntsman Award Winner 2003
The
A .G.
Huntsman
Foundation is pleased to
announce that the winner of
the 2003 A.G. Huntsman
Award is Dr. Lynne D. Talley,
Professor at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography in
La Jolla, California. The
award was presented by Dr.
Garry Rempel of the Royal
Society of Canada at a
special ceremony at the
Bedford
Institu te
of
Oceanography
on
Wednesday, 5 November 2003. Dr. Tal ley was honoured
for her outstanding contributions to the understanding of the
circulation and ventilation of the global ocean. Throughout
her career, she has illuminated the overturning circulation
of the oceans through her assembly and synthesis of large
datasets. In addition, she has publ ished significant
analytical studies of oceanic processes such as barotropic
instabil ities, ventilated thermocline theory, and mixing and
convection. She has led oceanographic expeditions in all of
the major ocean basins other than the Arctic and has
chaired national and international scientific steering
committees for major ocean climate programs such as the
World Ocean Circulation Experiment. She received the
2001 Rosentiel Award and a 1987 U.S. National Science
Foundation Young Investigator Award . and is a Fellow of
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Appel de candidatures
Prix A.G. Huntsman - 25ieme Anniversaire
Le prix A.G. Huntsman a ete cree en 1980 pour reconnaitre
I'excellence dans les sciences marines. Une presentation
speciale de deux jours est prevue pour I'automne 2005
pour souligner son 25° anniversaire . Durant cette
ceremonie tenue par I'lnstitut oceanographique de Bedford
et I'universite Dalhousie, on presentera des medailles dans
chacune des categories disciplinaires suivantes:
• geosciences marines;
• oceanographie physique et chim ique; et
• oceanographie biologique et des peches.
De plus, une medaille speciale sera presentee pour
reconnaitre I'excellence pluridisciplinaire en sciences de la
mer. L'intention est de reconnaitre les contributions
exceptionnelles qui chevauchent deux disciplines ou plus,
qui se situent a I'interface entre les sciences de la mer et
d'autres disciplines scientifiques, ou qui ont mene a la
croissance des sciences de la mer dans des nouveaux
domaines de recherche.
Vous etes encourages a soumettre des candidatures pour
des individus exceptionnels dans les categories decrites
plus haut au plus tard Ie 30 juin 2004. Consultez Ie site
web Huntsman a:
http://www .bio.gc.ca/h u n Is man/h u nls man -f. him I
pour plus d'information sur les procedures de mise en
candidature. Pour d'autres inform ations , veuillez contacter
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Waves in Hurricane Juan

by Will Perrie"', Bechara Toulany', Yongcun HU, ,3, Roberto Padilla"', Peter Smith',
Qingping Zou"', Weiqing Zhang"', and Xuejuan Ren, ,4
analysis, a feature that is qualitatively and quantitatively
consistent with the COAMPS wind fields.

Hurricane Juan made landfall at 12:10 a.m. ADT, Monday,
September 29, between Prospect and Peggy 's Cove, Nova
Scotia, and then moved northward across the central
portion of the province , passing over Northumberland Strait
and Prince Edward Island. This was a Category 2
hurricane, the la rgest storm to pass over these coastal
areas in several decades , Associated high ocean waves
were experienced in coastal waters, lashing shoreline
villages and beaches from Peggy's Cove to Sheet Harbour.
Growing to epic proportions on the Scotian Shelf, the
height of these waves exceeded the 1DO-year return wave,
based on the present climatology.

The BIO wave model system for GoMOOS consists of
nested grids. These include a fine mesh 0.1' resolution grid
for the Gulf of Maine , nested within an intermediate 0.2'
resolution grid for the northwest Atlantic, which is nested
within a 1.0' coarse resolution North Atlantic grid. The
operational Wavewatch III (WW3) model developed by the
USA National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP)wasimplemented forthe coarse- and intermediateresolution grids. Variations of this overall nesting
formu lation are presently being eval uated and
reconstructed to better address the needs of Atla ntic
Canada offshore interests. We report results from the
intermediate-resolution grid forthis discussion of Hurricane
Juan.

Scientists at Bedford Institute of Oceanography (BIO) are
presently involved in programs to test and evaluate
modern state-of-the-art , high- resolution wave-forecast
model systems fo r the northwest Atlantic. This work is
funded to address issues related to safety concerns of the
oil and gas offshore industry, coastal transport, f isheries,
Coast Guard Search and Rescue, recreational boating , and
coastal development. The first real-time test of these highresolution wave forecast models , for this region , was
Hurricane Juan . Maximum winds exceeded 150 km/h ,
gusting to 176 km/h , with the maximum wind core passing
over Halifax Regional Municipality.

The GoMOOS composite wave model routinely produced
48-hour wave forecasts , every 12 hours, before and during
the passage of Juan. In the aftermath of the power
blackout that followed Juan, the fore cast system was able
to continue for a day, until 30 September, at which time the
computer was shutdown because BIO's back-up power was
beginning to fail. As shown in Figures 2a-b, the wave
model forecasts suggest significant wave heights (Hs) of
almost 12 m for Scotian Shelf, at 00 UTC 29 September.
Along the Eastern Shore of Nova Scotia, Hs wave heights
as high as 10m were predicted for coastal areas. These
forecasts compare well with available measured wave
heights. Waves were obse rved to pass at least 2 mover
the sea wall at Peggy's Cove, which is 2 m high and
located on a ridge that is 5 m above sea level, crashing
th rough the village and causing extensive damage.

Accurate wave forecasts are dependent on reliableforecast
wind fields. At BIO, winds are routinely downloaded from
Fleet Numerical Meteorological and Oceanographic Center
(FNMOC) in Monterey, California, because we are the preoperational wave-forecasting component of GoMOOS
(Gulf of Maine Ocean Observing System ,
www.gomoos.org) . These winds are from the USA Navy
COAMPS (Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Model Pred iction
System), and for HUlTicane Juan they were of particularly
high quality. Figures 1a-c presents COAMPS winds at 00
UTC on 29 September (9:00p.m. ADT on September 28),
in comparison with blended scatterom eter winds , using
Florida State University satellite-wind algorithms , and
Canadian Hurricane Centre (CHC) storm track analysis.
The COAMPS storm track appearsto be slightly to the east
of that presented by scatterometer data and the CHC

I
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Dartmouth , Nova Scotia
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Engineering Mathematics, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia
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4Department Atmospheric Sciences, Nanjing University, Nanjing, PR China
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Figure 1. Comparison of wind fields: (a) COAMPS winds at 00 UTC on 29 September, (b) blended scatterometer winds
from 18-24 UTC on 28 September.
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Hurricane Juan

COAMPS winds were able to capture the timing of Juan's
passage correctly, but did not completely simulate the peak
storm intensity, or storm track. The actual storm track
passed slightly to the west of the simulated COAMPS
model forecast track over Scotian Shelf . Therefore , the
COAMPS winds are too low at (Meteorological Service of
Canada· MSC) buoy 44258 at the mouth of Halifax
Harbour (Fig. 3a), and at offshore buoy 44142 (Fig. 3b),
and too high at offshore buoy 44137 (Fig.3c), compared to
measured ~nds.
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Maximum significant wave heights (Hs) of 12 m were
measured at buoy 44142 on western Scotian Slope (Fig.
4b) . Although the COAMPS winds and WW3 wave forecast
correctly simulated the timing of the storm, the observed
Hs peak at this site was underestimated by about 4-5 m,
and the observed winds were high by as much as -15 m/s
relative to COAMPS (Fig. 3b). Note however, that 12 m Hs
waves were achieved within the WW3 wave field at 00
UTC (Fig . 2a) . By comparison , a maximum observed Hs of
7 m, measured at buoy 44137 on eastern Scotian Slope
(FigAc), was overestimated in the WW3 wave forecast by
about 1 m, reflecting a systematic overestimate of the
observed wind speed by about 1-2 m/s (Fig .3c) . Again the
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forecast timing of the storm's passage was excellent at
buoy 44137, so that in spite of slight quantitative errors
related to storm track, the GoMOOS forecast for Hurricane
Juan was essentially correct.
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The Storm Surge and Waves at Halifax with Hurricane Juan
by Peter Bowye~
Storm Surge in General
A storm surge, as the name implies, is a surge of water at
a coastline as a direct result of a storm . A storm surge at
any coastline is the onshore pileup of ocean water (or lake
water) caused by a combination of high winds and low
pressure with a cyclone (a low pressure system) . Storm
surges occur both with tropical cyclones (Ii ke hurricanes) or
extratropical cyclones (like winter storms) . The lower
central pressure of the storm causes the ocean to rise up
in response, much the way a carpet bulges underneath a
vacuum moving across it. It is sometimes assumed that
this effect is the domi nantfactor in storm surges associated
with hurricanes. In fact, it is the wind ahead of the
hurricane that plays the key role in setting up large surges
at the coastline; sometimes, 75% or more of the surge is
the result of the wind , not the low pressure.

than normal. Thirdly, the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia
experiences two daily high tides, opening two windows of
flooding-opportunity each day during a run of perigean
spring tides. Finally, the arrival of Juan-a Category 2
hurricane-near the time of high tide lit the fuse leading to
a damaging surge event.
Hurricane Juan came straight north for 24 hours, taking
about the worst possible track for setting up high water
levels along the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia . A straight
track sets up the worst waves while the northward track
sets up a bad surge. The highest surges occurred east of
the point of landfall which was near Prospect, NS.

A simple and general rule-of-thumb for estimating a storm's
low pressure contribution to the surge is as follows : 1 cm of
rise above predicted tidal values for each 1 hPa below the
standard atmospheric pressure of 1013 hPa. For example,
Hurricane Juan had a central pressure of 974 hPa when it
made landfall just west of Halifax Harbour. The pressure
effect alone would result in a surge of approximately 39
cm; however, the surge measured in Halifax Harbour was
about 150 cm. Clearly, a more important mechanism was
at work .

The Surge at Halifax - a Detailed Picture
The accompanyi ng graphs of data collected by the Halifax
Harbour tide gauge (operated by the Canadian
Hydrographic Service) shows: the predicted water level
based on astronomical tides (green line) ; the actual water
level recorded by the tide gauge (orange line); the
difference between these two values as a result of the
storm-the storm surge (red line); the old record water level
(light blue line); the new record water level established by
Hurricane Juan (dark blue line). The three graphs show the
tide gauge data surrounding the arrival of Juan during
successive zooms in time : 4 days, 2 days, and 8 hours,
respectively.

The wind is the key answer. As a hurricane approaches a
coastline, the very strong pressure gradient (a large
difference in atmospheric pressure over a small area of
geography) pushes the ocean surface ahead of the storm
and predominantly to the right side of the track. Other
factors such as the speed of the storm's motion, the angle
at which the storm makes landfall with the coast, and the
coastal bathymetry (the shape of the seabed) all help
determine the specific storm surge experienced at each
point along the coast .. . but the wind is the most im portant
factor.

The surge began its rapid rise at 9:45 pm ADT, September
28, reaching a peak of about 150 cm (5 feet) at 1 :00 a.m .
ADT, and establishing a new record storm surge at Halifax
(since at least 1940). Together with the already high tidal
levels, a record water level of 290 cm (above the tidal
benchmark known as "chart datum") was established at
Halifax. This value is greater than all Halifax water level
data since 1961, although the new record has yet to be
officially confirmed by the Canadian Hydrographic Serv ice.
Unfortunately, with this record came widespread flooding
along the waterfronts of both Halifax and Dartmouth .

The Surge with Juan - the Big Picture
Four independent events have to happen for a "worst case
scenario" surge event to occur in the Maritimes: a spring
tide; a lunar perigee; a daily high tide; a powerful storm .
How did these line up with Hurricane Juan?

When winds shifted about 1:00 a.m. the water in Halifax
Harbour drained immediately back into the Atlantic. It took
the harbour waters 5 hours to rise 2 metres (6 .7 feet) with
the incoming tide and surge . The hurricane force eastsoutheast winds acted to damn the water up in the harbour,
preventing it from draining back into the Atlantic as it
normally does with the ebb tide. When the winds at the
mouth of the harbour shifted from southeast to south , that
was enough to "lift the floodgate" and allow the 2 metres of
excess waterto drain dramatically back into the ocean . The
harbour returned to its original level in an hour-and-a-half.

Firstly, the new moon on September 25 1h meant that the
biweekly run of spring tides-one of the two monthly peaks
in the tidal cycle-would give large tides on September 28 1h
Secondly, the occurrence of the September 281h lunar
perigee-the point in the moon's monthly orbit when it is
closest to the earth-meant that the spring tides were higher

5
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The Waves at Halifax
A field of 9-13 -metre (30-43 feet) significant wave heightsan average of the highest one third of the wavesapproached the coast of Nova Scotia with Hurricane Juan.
The Env ironment Canada buoy 44258, just outside Halifax
Harbour, recorded maximum significant wave heights of
9.0 metres at the same time that Juan was making landfall .
The maximum waves around the same time were 19-20
metres (62-66 feet) . The accompanying graph shows that
the largest of these waves occurred between 12:20 and
1:20 a .m. ADT.

In many ways, Juan was no "perfect storm" ; it could have
been much worse.
Conctusion
In comparison to storms of memory, there is little doubt
that Hurricane Juan was "the big one" for the Halifax
Regional Municipali ty. However, many less-than-perfect
factors tell us that "a bigger one" is still out there : a storm
with higher winds, larger waves, greater storm surge, and
a more sinister combination of all three.
Therefore, it's not a question of IF?, just WHEN? How
long? What we know is that it has been 110 years since the
last similar event. Statistics tell us that it will likely be
another hundred years before Halifax sees another Juan.
Statistics also tell us that a worse hurricane could hit
Halifax next week.

The high waves contributed to the pileup of water in the
harbour and the more exposed locations near the mouth of
the harbour felt the full brunt of the waves.
It Couldn't Have Been Much Worse
Besides Halifax experiencing the highest winds in
Hurricane Juan, the highest storm surge and highest waves
menacingly combined to arrive at the coastline atthe same
time, making the Halifax waterfront flooding problem even
worse. Sometimes with landfalling hurricanes in Canada,
the storm surge peaks near the time of landfall , whereas,
the highest waves can lag the storm by an hour or two. As
well, the straight-line path of Juan in the 24 hours before
landfall allowed for substantial wave growth with the storm.
In particular, Juan was moving at just the right speed for
the highest surge , the highest waves, and the strongest
winds to arrive all at about the same time.

It has been said that "Climatology is what you expect, but
weather is what you get!" Climatology tells us that we
should expect to wait a very long time before we see
another Juan. Meteorology teaches us to keep watching
anyway!
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In addition to the timing being less than "perfect" for
creating the worst conditions, the hurricane approached the
coast at a slight angle. The coastline and its sea bed are
oriented facing southeast, not south. A more damaging
surge event would have occurred if Juan approached from
the southeast rather than from the south .
When we look a little closer at the wave growth we see that
Juan was moving just a little too quickly to allow for
max im um wave growth . By the time it made landfall , Juan
was already outstripping the waves that it was generating.
Had the storm's acceleration been a bit slower the waves
being generated would have moved in closer harmony to
the storm's speed, thereby allowing for larger waves.
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BOOK REVIEW I REVUE de LlTTERATURE
d'augmenter graduellement la proportion d'oxygene dans
I'atmosphere, ce qui a contribue a produire la couche
d'ozone protectrice il y a environ 400 mil lions d'annees.
L'effet protecteur de la couche d'ozone contre les rayons
ultraviolets a alors penmis Ie developpement des pi antes
terrestres.

Atmospheric Pollution
History, Science, and Regulation
par Mark Z. Jacobson, professeur
Universite de Stanford

Le troisieme chapitre aborde la structure et la composition
de I'atmosphere actuelle qui est souvent Ie point de depart
des livres sur la pollution atmospherique. La particularite
de ce livre est de tout replacer dans son contexte
historique . L'auteur ne se contente pas de dire comment se
mesure la pression atmospherique, il nous raconte
egalement que c'est Evangelista Torricel li qui a ete Ie
premier physicien a mesurer la pression atmospherique.
Quelle est la vitesse thermique d'une molecule d'air a 300
K? Vous trouverez la reponse dans ce livre . L'auteur
presente I'historique de la decouverte des gaz parfaits et
decrit la composition de I'atmosphere qui est bien connue
de tous les meteorologistes. Les principaux polluants
atmospheriques decrits inciuent Ie monoxyde de carbone,
I'ozone, Ie methane, Ie dioxyde de soufre, Ie dioxyde
d'azote et Ie plomb.

Cambridge University Press, Hardback Cover,
ISBN 0-521-81171-6, $11 O.OOUS

Livre critique par Claude Lelievre" Ph.D.
Ce l ivre constitue
une
i ntroduction detaillee de
I'historique et de la problematique
de la pollution de I'air. Ce livre
s'ad resse aux etudiants sous
gradues et gradues qui prennent
des cours en chimie et physique
de I'atmosphere, en meteorologie, en loi environnementale
et en planification urbaine. II peut egalement constituer une
exceliente introduction au sujet pour Ie public en general.
Ce livre est abondamment illustre et il utilise souvent les
couleurs vives telles que Ie jaune , Ie vert et Ie magenta,
pour mettre en reli ef les passages importants et Ie contenu
des tableaux . A la fin de chaque chapitre , iI y a une serie
de problemes a resoudre .

Le quatrieme chapitre aborde la problematique de la
poll ution de I'air urbaine. La pollution atmospherique date
depuis tres longtemps et a ete rapportee par des auteurs
latins et grecs il y a plus de deux mille ans.
L'industrialisation au dix-huitieme et dix-neuvieme siecles
a aggrave les problemes . Le terme smog a ete introduit par
Harold Antoine Des Voeux pour decrire la combinaison de
fumee et de brouillard visible dans plusieurs villes
britanniques . Les principales reactions photochimiques qui
se produisent lors du smog sont decrites et commentees
en details.

Le premier chapitre presente I'h istorique de la decouverte
des composes chimiques de I'atmosphere tout en
fournissant des definitions simples mais precises de
nombreux tenmes. J'y ai appris notamment que c'est Ie
britannique Frederick George Donnan qui a invente Ie mot
aerosol a la fin de la Premiere Guerre Mondiale. L'origine
des noms des elements chim ique enrichit Ie texte et
contribue a alimenter I'interet du lecteur. Par exemple, Ie
krypton provient du mot grec kryptos qui signifie cacM et
oxygene signifie generateur d'acide. Les decouvertes faites
par les alch imistes sont egalement presentees ainsi que
celles des chimistes modernes. L'auteur presente en suite
I structure de certains des composes communs, allant de
I'oxygene moleculaire a I'acetone . Quelques reactions
chimiques et photochimiques sont ensuite decrites
brievement.

Le cinquieme chapitre presente la problematique a
I'echelle mondiale des particules d'aerosol dans Ie smog .
Les sources naturelles de poussieres sont d'abord decrites,
puis c'est au tour des sources anthropiques. Les effets sur
la sante des particules d'aerosols sont brievement discutes.
Le sixieme chapitre decrit de fa90n trop succincte les effets
de la meteorologie sur la pollution de I'air. Ceci s'explique
probablement parce que I'auteur a publie un livre dedie a
la modelisation atmospherique ("Fundamentals of
Atmospheric Modeling") et ne voulait pas couvrir deux fo is
en details Ie meme sujet.

Le deuxieme chapitre est consacre a I'evolution du soleil,
de la terre et de I'atmosphere terrestre . J'y ai appris qu'un
photon qui se trouve au centre du soleil met en moyenne
dix millions d'annees avant de s'echapper de la zone de
convection d'hydrogene qui s'etend entre 86% du rayon du
soleil et environ 500 km so us la surface du soleil.
L'historique de I'atmosphere terrestre est interessant. La
production d'oxygene par les cyanobacteries a permis

1

Le chapitre sept couvre les effets de la pollution sur la
visibilite , la radiation ultraviolette et I'optique
atmospherique de fa90n plus approfondie. Les effets des
gaz atmospheriques et des pol luants atmospheriques sur
la radiation solaire sont bien decrits.

Enviromet International Inc., Montreal, QC .
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Le chapitre huit decrit la reglementation internationale du
smog urbain a compter de 1940. La reglementation
arnericaine est bien couverte . La reglementation
canadienne est presentee rapidement sans mention
specifique des reglementations provinciales. Cette section
devrait etre amelioree substantiellement pour les lecteurs
canadiens.

the Meteorologica l Service of Canada .
Five major sections div ide the contributions into (1)
peoples' perceptions of climate over the past century, (2)
a survey of the climate system through major weather and
climatological events and human influences of the past, (3)
the impacts of varying climate on the earth and its people ,
(4) the development of observational and monitoring
systems and the attempts at climate predictability, and (5)
the prospects for applying this knowledge and these
experiences to benefit society in the 21 st cen tury. These
five sections are comprised of a total of 101 two-page
spreads, each covering a topic in as self-contained a way
as possible. Connectivity is achieved by the sequence of
the topics and by a few cross references . The narratives
are easy to comprehend and are complemented in each
spread by three or more small yet mostly adequate
coloured photographs, tables , figures, diagrams or maps.
Appendices include: a six page glossary of terms; lists of
expansions for acronyms , abbreviations, chemical symbols
and SI and other related units; and conversion factors. The
index appears to be thorough and contains about 1400
entries.

Le chapitre neuf sur la pollution de I'air interieur est
interessante et constitue une breve introduction au sujet.
Le chapitre dix est consacre aux precipitat ions acides. Les
causes du phenomene sont expliquees brievement ainsi
que certains des effets .
La reduction de I'ozone stratospherique constitue Ie sujet
du chapitre onze. Ce sujet est traite en detail avec une
emphase sur les aspects chim iques et reglementaires du
probleme.
L'effet de serre et Ie rechauffement global sont discutes au
chapitre douze. Un des aspects interessants de ce chapitre
se trouve dans la comparaison de I'atmosphere terrestre
avec celie des autres planetes. L'historique sur les
changements climatiques presente un interet certain pour
les meteorologistes. L'auteur s'interroge egalement sur les
consequences possibles d'un rechauffement climatique.

Three examples of the type of content included in the twopage spreads follow, two chosen at random , the other
containing Canadian content. From the first section , under
the title "Our Increasing Vulnerability", the growth and
spread of populations into areas vulnerable to weather
extremes and climate fluctuations are examined together
with ways to minimize these increasing dangers. Areas
such as coastal and fiood plains , arid regions, deforested
tracts , and cities are covered . The need to make belter use
of weather and climate services is stressed . A world map
shows population densities within 100km . of coastl ines.
Photographs depict a flash fiood in a crowded and poor
area, people searching for fish in an almost dried-up lake
in Thailand during drought associated with the 1998 EI
Nino episode, and a crowded city street scene where the
inhabitants are exposed to health risks, including
photochemical smog .

Le livre est tres bien fait et constitue une bonne
introduction aux sujets traites. Son utilisation comme
manuel de reference au Canada devrait cependant etre
completee par des textes plus precis sur la reglementation
provinciale. Les aspects meteorolog iques devraient
egalement etre couverts avec plus de profondeu r pour etre
utile aux etudiants en meteorolog ie.

CLIMATE INTO THE 21 ST CENTURY
Editor: William Burroughs
World Meteorological Organization

"Northern Middle Latitude Winter Storms" , in the second
section , discusses how such storms cause damage and
death mainly by excessive winds, precipitation and related
sea-wave action . There is mention of the work in recent
decades to determine if there is evidence of a link between
variations in the number and strength of these storms and
increases in the earth's average near-surtace temperature
and of the work to better understand long term wind and
surface pressure trends . Emphasized are Asian cold
waves, the European storminess in the late 1980s and the
1990s, and North American east coast storms. High lighted
here are the frequent damaging storms affecting the
Canadian Maritime Prov inces and the cold air drawn from
Canada that causes temperatures to plummet in eastern
USA. It is stated that what some may th ink is an upward
trend in storminess may be due , in part, to improved
observation and detection methods . A map shows
maximum wind gusts over departments of France on 25-26

Pub li shed in August 2003 by Cambridge University Press
Hard Cover: ISBN 0 521 792029, 240 pages, US$35.00

Book reviewed by Patrick Spearey2
Th is book was produced to assist a broad aud ience
generally understand and learn about how to deal with the
wide-ranging impacts that the earth's cl im ate is capable of
delivering. It was compiled under the auspices of the World
Meteorological Organization by a team of experts from
around the world, representing many climate-related
disciplines. The lead author and editor, Dr. William
Burroughs, was closely assisted by a project task team of
five of these experts, one of the five being David Phillips of

2

CMOS Member, Ottawa, ON
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December 1999 and a chart depicts the intensity of the
peak gusts on the moming of 26 December at a Swiss
location . There are pictures of trees felled by the 15-16
October 1987 storm in southern England and of a heavy
snow of March 1888 along the east coast of the USA that
paralysed transport services over a hundred years ago and
brought plunging tem peratues down to minus 20 deg C in
New York .

Polar Lows: Mesoscale Weather System
in the Polar Region
Editors Erik A. Ramussen and John Turner
Cambridge University Press, Hardback US$120.00
ISBN 0-521-62430-4, April 2003, 612 pages

"Energy and Society" is the heading of a spread in the
fourth section. Energy is stated to be at the heart of
economic and social development but also the cause of a
range of environmental problems. The use of the degreeday statistic in energy usage and prediction , methods of
electricity generation and distribution, and the vulnerability
of distribution systems to extreme weather events are all
covered . The potential of renewable resources such as
wind , water and solar energy is examined . There are
pictures of ice storm damage to power and telephone lines,
of an offshore energy facility needing protection through
accurate weather and climate forecasts, and of a solar
home system project. A map shows annual means of
required heating degree days in Sweden for the 1961-1979
period. A chart indicates the percentages of the primary
energy source for 1995 world electricity generation .

Book reviewed by Andre April'
Polar Lows provides a comprehensive review of the
understanding of the small high latitude weather systems
known as polar lows. These often vigorous depressions are
a hazard to maritime operations and high latitude
communities, yet have only been investigated in deta il
since 1960s. In areas such as the North Sea , there are
many gas and oil platforms and it is necessary to have
good forecasts of the arrival of severe polar lows to
minimize the impacts on operations . Within the Antarctic,
most of the polar lows are not as vigorous as the ir
counterparts in the North . Nevertheless , they can still
cause severe problems du ring the summer relief
operations at the research station and affect work in the
deep field.

This eminently readable and enjoyable survey of weather
and climate plus related oceanography is a sound and
complete reference and refresher book for the fi rst decade
of the 21 " century. It presents scientific considerations on
an important subject to non-scientists. It can be read
straight through , sampled by general subject area, or
readil y consulted by specific topic. Persons generally
interested in worldwide weather and climate , government
officials, politicians, business people and scientists in other
disciplines whose efforts would be aided by a good base of
general knowledge of these sciences, and teachers and
high school students are likely to find the publication of
considerable use. It should be on the shelves of libraries.
Its strength is in the lucidly written narratives. Pleasing to
see is the emphasis placed on drought and flood as the
climate extremes that matter most for liv ing beings.The
impact of human activities on the climate is discussed in a
number of spreads but the reader can also learn about
oceanic, solar and volcanic influences. There could have
been more information on health aspects. An appendix
listing recommended scientific and technical publications
on specific topics would have been of benefit to anyone
wishing to explore climate matters further.

In Chapter one, the introduction, the authors provide details
of the scope of the book and discuss the historical
background to the subject and the bewildering variety of
names used over the years to describe the phenomena
observed. The definition of a polar low used in the volume
is: A polar low is a small , but fairly intense maritime
cyclone that forms poleward of the main baroclin ic zone
(polar front or other major baroclinic zone). The horizontal
scale of polar low is approximately between 200 and
1000 km and surface winds near or above gale force.

The book should leave most readers feeling more
knowledgeable and aware that this is a rich research
subject, still full of uncertainties and replete with challenges
as to how the climate functions and how its changes will
affect all beings in Canada and elsewhere in the world.

Chapter three covers the observational inv estigations that
have been carried out and attemps to summarize this work
into a picture of the underlying mechanisms that are
responsible for the observed form of the vortices. For polar
lows in the Nordic seas, a classification from Wilhelmsen
based on a combination of synoptic features and physical

Chapter two deals with the climatological occurrence of
polar low, based largely on satellite imagery . Climatology
areas are divided in 5 regions for the Arctic: 1) the Nordic
seas; 2) East Canadian seas; 3) Beaufort and Chukchi
seas; 4) northeast Pacific seas; and 5) northwest Pacific
seas. 3 regions are defined for the Antarctic : 1) the Ross
sea ; 2) the Weddell sea ; and 3) the Bellingshausen and
Amudsen seas. An important goal here was to try and
relate the spatial and temporal variability of the lows with
some of the major climatological cycles, such as the EI
Nino-Southern Oscillation and the North Atlantic
Osci llation.

3
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considerations is presented. The Canadian waters polar
lows do largely reference the handbooks of N. Parker
(Edmonton) . In the southern hemisphere, with fewer
observational studies of mesocycle vortices than north, the
studies are based on satellite imagery and sounder data.

Oil and Hydrocarbon Spills III:
Modelling, Analysis and Control

Chapter four examines the various theoretical ideas that
have been proposed to explain the observed weather
systems. The arguments that polar lows were either
baroclinic disturbances, or convective systems akin to
tropical cyclones, were gradually replaced with the
understanding that both mechanisms were important. This
advance led to the idea of a 'polar lows spectrum' with a
purely baroclinic system at one end, and purely
convectively driven systems at the other. In between the
two 'pure types', there is room for a variety of hybrid
systems for which both mechanisms such as CISK
(Conditional Instability of the Second Kind) or WISHES
(Wind Induced Surfaces Heat Exchanges) can eXIst.

Wessex Institute of Technology, Hardback Cover
ISBN 1-85312-922-4, $245.00US

Editor CA Brebbia

Book reviewed by Allard B. Ages'
This book contains a collection of 42 papers presented at
the Third International Conference on Oil and Hydrocarbon
Spills on the Island of Rhodes in 2002. Its content is
subdivided into nine sections covering a wide range of
topics related to oil spill modelling, detection , laboratory
analysis, clean up measures , biological impact, remote
sensing and risk assessment.
The first section, "Modelling of trajectory and fate of oil
spills" , confines itself to only five numerical models, three
of which simulate oil spills in coastal waters and the two
remaining papers relate to a terrestrial environment. The
marine oil spill models update the existing and proven
models with weathering processes, dispersion, and a
spreading analysis developed by Fay in 1970 (the inclusion
of Fay's equations in these computations is somewhat
academic because the spreading forces become almost
instantly negligible compared to winds and currents). The
two papers on land spills simulate transport of
contaminants and biodegradation in aquifers and ground
water systems.

Chapter five deals with recent numerical experiments that
have attempted to simulate various cases of polar lows In
the Arctic and Antarctic. The small scale of the vortices,
the relatively large influence of internal forcing, such as
latent heat release, the rapid development, the large range
of intensities and the lack of observations make such
simulations a challenging task. The studies concentrate on
the structure of the lows, rather than on details of the
numerical modelling .
Chapter six examines the practical aspects of forecasting
polar lows using model output and observational data. The
forecasting of polar lows can be applicable for 12 hours or
more in exceptional cases and depend mainly on the
numerical weather prediction analysed forecast systems
and satellite im agery.

Section two, "Oil spill detection and prevention", consists of
seven papers. Four presentations cover forensic oil spill
identification with recommendations on refinements in the
methodology of finger printing . Other studies discuss the
detection of oil slicks with a microwave technique; a
method of drawing volatile hydrocarbons out of soil; and
finally an interesting procedure to detect leakage of oil in a
pipeline by following an engineering approach analogous
to an analysis of water hammer.

Chapter seven draws an overv iew of the book and
suggests possible topics for future research .
Overall, this book is very well documented with nice
pictures of Arctic and Antarctic polar lows, written by .a
number of experts within the field and, In my OpiniOn, this
volume will be surely a reference on the subject. Chapter
4 on the various theoretical ideas to explai n the polar lows
is the most interesting of the book but observational and
climatological studies are the major components. The book
will be of value to meteorologists and climatologists with an
interest in the polar regions, as well as professional
weather forecasters concerned with these areas. The book
contains more than 500 references on polar lows.

The first paper in Section three, "Land spills" should be of
particular interest to Canadian readers since it gives us a
detailed description of the spill management in Greater
Toronto with its population of three million in an area of
only 2000 square kilometres. The next paper deals with oil
pipeline failures in China and a method to compute the
maximum fiow stoppage time before restartlng.The third
and last paper of this section investigates an in situ method
of bioremediation of contaminated soils in Russia, where
excavation and off-site treatement are now prohibited.

• Scientist Emeritus, Institute of Ocean
Sciences, Sidney, BC .
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The four papers in Section four, "Experimental and
Laboratory Analysis" , examine a variety of cleaning
methods in coastal zones. One test seeded oil degradation
bacteria along oleophilic fertilizers to successfully faci litate
biorem ed iation of a sandy beach; a second experim ent
heated up oiled debris with a thermal blanket rather than
digging up the soil for disposal. A third study examined
changes in the composition of crude oil due to evaporation
of the volatile components and biodegradation; and the last
paper describes different types of fiasks to simulate mixing
oil and dispersants by waves.

retention of the toxic fractions normally removed by
weathering. Finally, a Libyan group reported completion of
the investigation on organics along the Libyan shore,
reported in earlier sessions of this conference.
Two of the three papers in Section eight, "Remo te
sensing", introduce us to the role of satellite-borne SAR
(Synthetic Aperture Radar) in detecting marine oil spills
and identifying their sources . In their description of different
aspects of this relatively new technique, both papers are
clear and concise and should be strongly recommended to
the uninitiated reader. A more conventional application of
remote sensing is reported in a third contribution, which
used aerial photographs to determine the effect of an oi l
burn upon the vegetation of a marsh .

Most of the eight reports in Section five, "Clean up
measures", stress the importance of bioremediation rather
than the application of the traditional, often toxic
chemicals. Four papers introduce us to oil-degrading
bacteria while two others analyze the application of
adsorbents such as lignite in oi l-permeable but waterrepellent mats, and an innovative remedy of launching
large numbers of small synthetic adsorbers from an aircraft
or ship; these elements sink, adsorb oil and then rise to the
surface to be col lected with nets. Although the field tests
appear quite promising , financial and logistic aspects have
yet to be examined. (One might recall that a much cheaper
and perhaps equally effective method was followed with
peat moss and a fioating barrier of spruce branches to
protect the beaches of Prince Edward Island after the
"Irving Whale" spill in 1970!). Finally, other research
projects included in this section are an air-suction system
to suck oil from the water surface and a numerical model
of steam injection into an aquifer.

The final section of the proceedings, Section nine, "Risk
Assessment", consists of three papers. The first paper,
originating in Italy, evaluates causes of accidents at sea as
well as in harbours and presents a statistical analysis of
toxic hazards; a second report proposes clean-up
standards for soi l pollution in Belgium while the conclud ing
paper addresses hazards associated with the natural gas
exploitation in South America .
REMARKS: While rea ding the conference papers
presented in this book, old-timers among us must have
noticed some encouraging changes in our approach to oil
spill counter-measures . Dispersing an oil spill with toxic
chemica ls or burning the oil by dropping a bomb on the
grounded tanker ("Torrey Canyon", 1967) are methods of
the past and are being replaced by, for instance, cultures
of oil-degrading bacteria. We also note a trend of recent oil
spill conferences to include land spills, as demonstrated by
these proceedings.

Section six, "Biological impact of oil pollution" , starts off
with a pilot study of the effect of a tube-burrowing
polychaete upon the biodegradation of petroleum
hydrocarbons in marine sediments , especially of the
persistent polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH's). The
second paper takes us to the University of Rio de Janeiro
where the variability of phytoplankton biomass in Brazil's
coastal zone is modelled . A third contribution to this section
of five papers describes toxicity tests in the U.K. of
products treating oil spills. A Canadian paper subsequently
examines the tain ting of arctic freshwater fish by oil; and
finally we are introduced to a monitoring program of
discharges from oil-production platforms near the Brazilian
coast.

The book covers a large range of topics pertinent to oil
spills and should be a valuable source of informat ion for
readers interested in recent advances in oil spill research .
Most of the reports are very special ized but prov ide
extensive lists of references .
Unfortunately, the syntax of some of the papers defies
even the most basic rules of the Eng lish language. It
puzzles me why the editor and his staff did not take steps
to correct these blatant errors , even though earlier
reviewers made similar comments.

Section seven, "Case Studies", comprises four papers,
starting with an environmental valuation of economic
developments and a case study of potential envi ronmental
damage created by shipping activities along the SE coast
of Brazil. The section then continues with a paper of
interest to Canadian readers . According to a panel of
Canadian government special ists, there is no evidence of
impact from oil sand operations in Northern Alberta on
hydrocarbon distributions and sediment toxicity in the
Athabasca delta. Another Canadian case study, apparently
so far the only one on this topic, investigated a spill of
diesel fuel in the winter in northern Canada and found that
the cold temperatures prevented weathering, leading to a

Everybody talks about the weather, but nobody
does anything about it!
- Mark Twain
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The High-Latitude Ionosphere and its Effects on Radio
Propagation, by Robert Hunsucker and John Hargreaves,
Cambridge University Press, Hardback Cover, 0-52133083-1, $140.00US.

Books being reviewed
Livres en circulation pour critique
Radiative Transfer in the Atmosphere and Ocean, Reviewer:

Chris McL inden , Toronto, ON .

Exploration of the Solar System by Infrared Remote
Sensing, by R.A. Hanel, B.J. Conrath, D.E. Jennings, R.E.
Samuelson, Cambridge University Press, Hardback Cover,
0-521-81897-4, $120.00US.

Land Use , Land-Use Change and Forestry, Reviewer: Richard

Flem ing , Sault-Ste Marie, ON.
Ecological Climatology, Concepts and Applications, Reviewer:

Brad deYoung, SI. John's, NL.
Inverse

Problems

in

Atmospheric

Coasts: Form, Process and Evolution, Colin D. Woodroffe,
Cambridge University Press, Paperback Cover, 0-52101183-3, $50.00US.

ConsMuent Transport,

Reviewer: Or. Irene Rubinstein, Toronto , ON.

Global Change and Local Places: Estimating,
Understanding and Reducing Greenhouse Gases,
Association of American Geographers - GCLP Research
Group, Cambridge University Press, July 2003, Hardback
Cover, 0-521-80950-9, $75.00US.

Inverse Modeling of the Ocean and Atmosphere, Reviewer: Dr.
Irene Rubinstein, Toronto, ON.

EnvironmentalChange, Climate and Heafth: Issues and Research
Methods, Reviewer: Sharon Jeffers, Montreal, QC.

Measuring the Natural Environment, by Ian Strangeways,
2M Edition, Cambridge University Press, November 2003,
ISBN 0-521-52592-2, $70.00US.

Ecohydrology: Darwinian Expression of Vegetation Form and
Function, Reviewer: Nigel Roulet, Montreal, QC.
Scattering, Absorption and Emission of Light by Small Particles,

Reviewer: Syd Peel , Downsview, ON .

The Oceans and Climate, by Grant Bigg, Cambridge
University Press , October 2003 , ISBN 0-521-01634-7,
Paperback Cover, 50.00$US.

Innovative Energy Strategies for CO, Stabilization, Reviewer:
Tracy Garner, Toronto, ON.

If you are interested in rev iewing one of these books for the
CMOS Bulletin SCMO, please contact the Editor at the email address provided below. Of course, when completed,
the book is yours. The instructions to be followed when
reviewing a book for the CMOS Bulletin SCMO will be
provided with the book. Thank you for your collaboration.

Lightning: Physics and Effects, Reviewer: Peter Lewis, Bedford,

NS.
Dynamics of the Atmosphere, A course in theoretical
meteorology, Reviewer: Adam Monahan, Victoria, BC.
Emissions Scenarios,

Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate

Change, Reviewer: T. Colleen Farrell, West Porters Lake, NS.

Si vous etes interesses a faire la critique d'un de ces livres
pour Ie CMOS Bulletin SCMO, priere de contacter Ie
rectacteur-en-chef I'adresse electronique mentionnee cibas. Bien entendu , Ie livre vous appartient lorsque vous
avez termine la critique. Les instructions qui doivent etre
suivies lars de la critique d'un livre dans Ie CMOS Bulletin
SCMO vous parviendront avec Ie livre . Merci pour votre
collaboration.

Handbook of Atmospheric Science, Principies and Applications,

a

Reviewer: Michel Jean, Dorval, QC.
Climate Changes during the Holocene and their Impact on
Hydrological Systems, Reviewer: Mungandi Nasitwitwi, Port

Coqutilam, B.C.

Paul-Andre Bolduc
Editor / Redacteur-en-chef
CMOS Bulletin SCMO
bulletin@cmos.ca
or/ou
bulletin@scmo.ca

Books in search of a Reviewer
Livres en quete d'un critique
Climate Change 2001, Synthesis Report, Contribution of
Working Groups I, II, and Iff to the Third Assessment
Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
by Robert T. Watson , Editor, April 2002, Cambridge
University Press, Paperback Cover, 0-521-01507-3,
$40.00US

Where did the meteorologists stop for a drink on the way
home from a long day in the office?

The State of The Nations's Ecosystems, Measuring the
Lands, Waters and Living Resources of the United States,
The H. Heinz III Center for Science, Economics and the
Environment, Cambridge University Press, Paperback
Cover, 0-521-52572-1, $25.00US.
CMOS Bulletin SCMO Vo1.32, No.2

The nearest ISOBAR!
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CMOS BUSINESS I AFFAIRES de la SCMO
Atelier d'ete en meteorologie
Projet Atmosphere

Summer Meteorology Workshop
Project Atmosphere

Demande de candidats professeurs de niveau pre-

Call for Applications by Pre-college Teachers

colleg ial
Comme par les annees passees, la Societe canadienne de

As in several previous years, the Canadian Meteorologica l

meteorologie et d'oceanographie (SCMO) a ete invitee II
choisir un enseignant canadien qui participera au PROJET
ATMOSPHERE en 2004. II s'agit d'un atelier d'ete a

and Oceanographic Society (CMOS) has been invited to
select a Canadian teacher to participate in PROJECT
ATMOSPHERE in 2004. This is a summer workshop for
pre-college teachers of Atmospheric Science topics
sponsored by the American Meteorological Society (AMS)
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) of the United States. It takes place July 19-30,
2004 at the National Weather Service Training Center,
Kansas City, Missouri.

I'intention des ense ignants de niveau pre-collegial
specialistes en sciences atrnospheriques; eet atelier est

parra ine par l'American Meteorological So ciety (AMS) et la
Nat ional Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin istration (NOAA)
america ine . II aura lieu du 19 au 30 juillet 2004 au centre de
formation du National Weather Service a Kansas City au
Missouri.
Les depenses de I'enseignant choisi serant assumees par

The expenses for the participa ting teacher are paid by
AMS /NOAA, with a financial contrib.ution from CMOS and
the Canadian Council for Geographic Education (CCGE).
This does not include the travel to and from Kansas City for
which CMOS and CCGE provide $300 (Canadian) each
(total $600) to the selected Canadian participant.

I'AMS et la NOAA , avec une contribution financiere de la
SCMO et du Conseil canadien pour I'enseignement de la
geographie (CCEG ). Ceci n'inclus pas les deplacements a
destina tion et au retour de Kansas City pour lesquels la
SCMO et Ie CCEG oflrent chacun 300 $ (canadiens), soit
un tota l de 600 $ au candidat canadien choisi.

Previous Canadian participants have found the ir attendance
a very rewarding and sign ificant experience . Presentations

Les anciens participants du Canada ant trouve leur
experience tres enrichissante at stirn ulante. Les exposes de
['ate lier sont presentes par des experts americains les plus
reputes
dans les sciences atmospheriques 8t
oceanographiques. Les enseignants sont revenus avec du
materiel, des ressources et des modules didactiques qu'ils
peuvent facilement adapter dans leurs cours.

are made at the Workshop by some of the most respected
American Scientists in the fields of atmospheric and
oceanographic sciences . PartiCipants have return ed with

material, resources and teaching modules readily adaptable
to classroom presentations.

Interested teachers shou ld request, as soon as possible, an
application form from the following address :

Les enseignan ts intere sses sont pries de demander un
formulaire de candidature I'adresse suivante:

a

Executive Director
Directeur executif

CMOS - Summer Workshop
P.O. Box 3211 , Station 0
Ottawa, ON K1P 6H7
Telephone : (613) 990-0300;
Fax: (613) 990-1617

SCMO - Atelier d'ete
Casier Postal 3211, Station 0
Ottawa (Onta rio) K1P 6H7
Telephone: (613) 990-0300;
Telecopie: (613) 990-1617

e-mail: cmos@cmos.ca

Courriel: scmo@scmo.ca

These requests should be submitted no later than April 25,
2004.

Ces demandes doivent etre soumises au plus tard Ie 25

avril 2004.

Prochain numero du CMOS Bulletin SCMO

Next Issue CMOS Bulletin SCMO

Le prochain numero du CMOS Bulletin SCMO paraTtra en
juin 2004 . Prie re de nous faire parvenir au plu s tot vas
articles, notes, rapports d'ate lier au nouvelles a I'adresse
indiquee a la page ii. Nous avons un besoin URGENT
d'articles .

Next issue of the CMOS Bulletin SCMO will be published in
June 2004. Please send your articles, notes, wo rkshop
reports or news items at the earliest to the address given on
page ii. We have an URGENT need for your articles.
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38th Annual CMOS Congress

For further information or questions regarding our science
program, contact geoff.strong@shaw.ca;
contact
brian . paruk@ec.gc.ca for information on
local
arra nge m ents .

EDMONTON, ALBERTA
31 May to 03 June 2004

Geoff Strong
Chair, Scientific Program Committee

Invitation and Welcome
We are proud to invite you at the 38" Congress of the
Canadian Meteorological and Oceanograph ic Society , to be
held
at
the
Fantasyland
Hotel
(http://www.fantasylandhotel.comlhomel) at the worldfamous
West
Edmonton
Mall
(http://www.westedma ll.com/hom elhom epa ge.asp) in
Edmonton , 31 May to 03 June, 2004. We urge you to
participate in wha t we hope and plan 10 be the best
Congress ever! Alberta has hosted the annua l Congress
only three times in the past - in 1968 (Calgary), 1972
(Edmonton) , and 1983 (Banff), so that we feel we are
overdue and therefore plan to make up for lost time .

Special Welcome for Oceanographers
Despite Edmonton 's inland prairie location, the Congress

Scientific Program Committee (S PC) would like to ensure
there is a good turnout from the Canadian oceanographic
community, with a number of special sessions planned that

should
be
of broad
interest.
The
Fluid
MechanicslOceanography group here at the Univers~y of
Alberta (Andy Bush, Paul Myers, Bruce Sutherland and
Gordon Swaters) echo this sentement and calion the
Canadian oceanographic and fluids research comm un ities

to attend CMOS 2004 and make this is a good "wet"
conference.
The theme of this year's congress is "Human Dimensions of

The theme of the 2004 CMOS Congress is Human
Dimensions of Weather and Climate , providing particu lar

Weather and Climate", wi th a goal to integrate research
done on all aspects of the climate system (incl uding the
ocean) and relate that to the impact on people. A number of
overarching sUb-themes have also been identified, several
with an oceanographic focus. The "Northern Oceans (Arctic,
Atlantic and Pacific) and Their Linkages" theme will
examine, through contributed papers, each of these three
im portant oceans that bound Canada, and the linkages

em phasis on anthropogenic im pacts on the environment

(and climate), and feedback effects ot our atmosphere ,
wa ters , and climate on mankind. Within the context of this
theme, we have also identified seven key focus areas for
this year's Congress, which are Climate Change , Aviation
Meteorology, High Latitude Processes , Severe and
Hazardous Weather, The Northern Oceans (Arctic, Atlantic
and Pacific) and their Linkages, Drought and Water issues,
and Remote Sensing and New Technologies. We sincerely
ho pe that these special focus areas will attract
meteorologists and oceanographers alike in this year's
program , despite the Cong ress being in land -locked Alberta;
we are also placing special emphases on related disciplines
such as hydrology, thereby highlighting the com bined
im portance of all three aspects of the hydrological cycle. We
strongly encourage prese ntations by our graduate students
in these disciplines, who may wish to apply for a Graduate
Student Bu rsary offered to assist with their travel expenses.
Se ve ra l

co ncurrent

workshops

are

also

planned

between them. Talks on sea ice, air-sea and air-sea-ice
interactions are also encouraged. The second congress

sub-theme that has a strong oceanographic connection is
one on "N ew Technologies" . Within this sub-theme, special
sections will
be held
on
Towards Ocean
NowcastinglForcasting and Unstructured Grkl Modelling.
The congress SPC is proud to announce that we have two

excellent plenary speakers confirmed for the congress to
support the two above themes. From the Institute of Ocean
Sciences, Eddy Carmack will speak on the Arctic Ocean
and its linkages to other basins. From Rutgers Univers ity in
the US, Dale Haidvogel will speak on recent developments
in ocean models and modelling .

in

conjunction with the 38" Congress, including those of
GEWEXIMAGS and the CWRP (Canadian Weather
Research Program). The re will also be traditional CMOS

Additional sessions on the climate carbon connection

(measurement and modelling of the past and present), data
assimilation, operational oceanography, air-sea interactions

sessions in other aspects of meteorology and
oceanography, and we are once again encouraging a

and waves , the cryosphere and climate and geophysical
fluid dynamics are also going forward .

special Teachers' Dayal Congress . The Congress will also
provide the opportunity for us to gather together in our

Therefore , the Canadian Ocea nographic comm unity is more
than welcomed to attend CMOS 2004 Congress in
Edmonton and make this one of the best CMOS congresses
yet!

various nationa l comm ittees to review our progress and

plan our fu ture and to feast together at the Awards
Luncheon and the Banquet as we honour the achievements

of our co lleagues . These all demonstrate why CMOS
Congress is Canada 's primary annual meeting for both

Paul Myers
Member, Scientific Program Committee
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences,
University of Alberta
Air travel- Air Canada

research and ope rational meteorologists, oceanographers,

climatologists , hydrologists, and other related disciplines .
We invite you to come and help us make th is the most
successful Congress ever!

CMOS Builetin SCMO Vot.32, No.2
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Air Canada was appointed as the official airline of the
CMOS Congress in Edmonton . Simply contact Air Canada's
North America to ll free number at 1-800-361-7585 or local
num ber 514 -393-9494 or your travel agent and take
advantage of Special Discounted Airfares , or to book web
fares , by quoting our convention num ber CV 042138 .

38" Congres annuel de la SCMO

By ensuring that the CV convention number appears on
your ticket, you will be supporting our organisation . We
thank you in advance for your support.

Invitation et bienvenue
Nous sammes tres heureux de vous inviter au 3S e Congres
de la
Societe canadienne de meteorologie et

EDMONTON , ALBERTA
Du 31 mai au 3 juin 2004

d'oceanographie qui se tiendra a I'Hotel Fantasyland
(http://www .fantasylandhotel.com/hom el) d u West
Edmo
n
ton
Mall
(http ://www .westedmall.com/home/hom epag e.asp) de
renommee mondiale, 8 Edmonton du 31 maiau 3juin 2004.

Air travel - WEST JET
WestJet offers 10% off their best air fare at the time of
conference booking (except during seat sa les). By quoting
our convention num ber QC2434 . The contact is their
Spec ialty Sales Dept ., at 1-888-493-7853 (toll free), or FAX
1-800-582-7072. The ir local Calgary number is 403-4442294 .

Nous vous recommandons de participer a ce Congres qui
sera Ie meilleur jamais organise en Alberta, c'est ce que
nous esperons et planifions! Le Centre de I'Alberta n'a ete
I'h ote du Congres annuel qu 'a trois occasions dans Ie passe

(8 Calgary en 1968,8 Edmonton en 1972 et a Banff en
1983), donc nous croyons qu 'il est temps pour nous d'iHre
8 la hauteur pour Ie retard a organiser un Congres.

Air Cargo
As official airline for the Congress, Air Canada will provide
a discount of 25% off app li cable air cargo rates (airport-toairport) by quoting our convention num ber: CV 042138 .
Please contact your nearest Air Canada Air Cargo office for

Le theme du Congres 2004 de la SCMO portera sur La
dimension humaine de la meteo et du climat, mettant

more information. Fo r you r informatio n the Air Cargo web
page is: www.aircanada .ca /cargo .

I'accent sur les impacts anthropiques sur I'environnement

(e t Ie clim at) et les effets de retroact ion de notre
atmosphere, des eaux et du climat sur Ie monde. Dans Ie

Hotel Information
The congress will be held at the Fantasyland Hotel
(http://www.fantasylandhotel.com/home/) at the worldfamous
West
Edmonton
Mall
(http://www .westedmall .com/h 0 me/h 0 mepa g e. a sp).

contexte de ce theme, nous avons identifie sept domaines-

clefs pour ce Congres annuel : Ie changement climatique ..
la meteoro/ogie aeronautique .. les processus des latitudes
septentrionales .. Ie temps violent et les conditions
meteorologiquesdangereuses .. le soceans dans les regions

We have been able to negotiate special rates for those
attending the conference from the hotel. The hotel room

septentrionales (Arc tique, Atlantique et Pacifique) et leurs
liaisons; les questions reliees a la secheresse et a I'eau .-

rates are :

et la teledetecljon et les nouvelles technologies. Nous
Regu lar

CMOS 2004

Superior

$175

$109

Executive

$195

$129

Theme

$235

$149

Luxury Theme

$305

souhaitons sincerement que ces domaines-clefs speciaux
seront in teresses les meteorologistes et les oceanographes
dans Ie programme de cette annee, meme si Ie Congres
aura lieu dans un endroit a lbertain enclave. Nous mettons
tout particulierement I'accent sur les doma ines relies

a

I' hydrologie, mettant en valeur ainsi I'im portance
d'ensemble des tro is aspects du cycle hydrologique. Nous
encourageons fortem ent des presentations par les etudiants

diplomes dans ces discipl ines . Nous rappelons que les

$199

etudiants diplomes peuvent faire une demande pour une

Bourse d'etudiant diplome afin de les aider a defraye r leu rs
depenses de voyage.

A block of rooms have been reserved for the CMOS
Congress at the Fantasyland Hotel, 17700 87'" Avenue,
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T5T 4V4 .
Tel : (780) 444-3000 ; Fax: (780) 444-3294.
Reservatklns : 1-800-737-3783.

Conjointement avec Ie 38' Congres, on planifie de tenir
plusieurs ate liers en meme temps , incluant ceux de

GEWEX/MAGS et du Programme canadien de recherche
en meteorologie (<<CWRP»). II y aura aussi des seances
trad ilionnelles de la SCMO reliees a d'autres doma in es de

When making your Hote l reservation , please ask for the
CMOS Congress room rate under Block Code CMOS. Cutoff date for the special Congress rate is: May 1", 2004.
Please reserve early to avo id last minute rush and/or

la meteorologie et de I'oceanographie , et on s'attend encore
une fois de tenir au Congres la Journee des enseignants.
Le Congres donne l'opportu nite
taus de se rencontrer
dans differents comites nationaux afin de revoir les progres

disappointm ent.

de la societe et de planifier Ie futur, et aussi de manifester,

a

lors de la rem ises des recompenses au banquet et au diner,
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tous les honneurs de reconnaissance a nos collegues.
Toutes ces activ[es demontrent pourquoi Ie Congres de la
SCMO represente une rencontre annuelle primordia le a la
fois pour la recherche et les meteorologistes
operation nelles, pour les ocea nographes, les climatologues,
les hydrologistes et pour les autres disciplines qui y sont
reliees. Nous vous invitons a assister a ce Congres et nous
aider a en fa ire un grand succes .

de I'avant: Ie lien climatique avec Ie carbone (mesures et
modelisation anterieures et actuelles) ; I'assimilation des
donnees; I'oceanographie operationnelle ; les inte ractions
air-mer et les vagues ; la cryosphere et Ie climat ; et la
dynamique geophysique des fluides.
La communaute canadienne en oceanograph ie est donc
plus que la bienvenue d'assister au Congrss 2004 de la
SCMO a Edmonton et de participer au succes de ce
Congres.

Pour des renseignements ou des questions additionnels en
rapport avec notre programme scientifique, n'hesitez pas a
contacter
geoff.strong@shaw.ca.
Pour des
renseignements sur Ie Comite local d'organisation,
contacter: brian.paruk@ec.gc.ca .

Paul Myers
Membre du Comite du programme scientifique
Departement des Sciences atmospheriques et de la terre

Universite de l'Alberta
Geoff Strong
Voyage par avion - Air Canada
Air Canada a ete designe Ie transporteur officie l du Congrss
de la SCMO a Edmonton. Contacter simplement Air
Canada en Amerique du Nord au numero tedephone sans
frais 1-800-361-7585 ou au numero loca l suivant : 514-3939494 ou encore votre agent de voyages et profitez des ta rifs
speciaux avantageux, ou reservez votre billet sur Ie site
Web, en mentionna nt Ie numero de I'evenement
CV 042138 .

President, Comite du programme scientifique

Invitation toute speciale aux oceanographes
Meme si Edmonton n'a pas de littoral, Ie Comite du
Programme Scientifique (CPS) du Congr"s aimerait vous
assurer que la communaute oceanographique canadienne
y est toujours bien representee avec plusieurs sessions
speciales planifiees qui devraient etre d'un grand interet. Le
groupe en mecanique des fluides/oceanographie (Andy
Bush, Paul Myers, Bruce Sutherland et Gordon Swaters)
reflete bien ce sentim ent et il fait appel a toutes les
communautes canad iennes de recherche en mecanique
des flu ides et en oceanographie d'assister au Congres 2004
et d'en faire une bonne conference.

Voyage par avion - WEST JET
WestJetoffre une reduction de 10 % de leurme illeurtarif au
moment de la periode de reservation du congres (a
I'exception d'une periode de vente). Assurez- vous de
mentionner Ie numero de I'evenement QC2434. Contactez
Ie Departement du service des ventesau numero sansfrais
1-888-493-7853, ou par te lecopieur au numero 1-800-582 7072. Le numero local a Cal ga ry est Ie suivant : 403-4442294 .

Le theme du congres de cette annee porte sur La
dimension humaine de la meteo et du climat, avec I'objectif
d'integrer la recherche faite sur tous les aspects du systeme
cl imatique (incluant les oceans) et de les relies a I'impact
sur les gens . Des sous-themes obligatoires ont ete aussi
identifies et plusieurs parmi eux sont orientes sur
I'oceanographie. Le sous-theme
les oceans dans les
regions septentrionales (Arctique, Atlantique et Pacifique)
et leurs liaisons, exam inera, lors de presentations d'articles,
chacun des trois importants oceans qui bornent Ie Canada
a insi que les liaisons entre les oceans. On souhaite recevoir
des presentations concernant la glace marine, les
interactions air-mer et air-mer-glace. Le deuxieme soustheme du Congres qui a un lien tres grand en
oceanographie, se rapporte aux nouvelles technologies. A
ce sous-theme, on ajoutera que lques sections speciales
axees vers la prevision et la visualisation actuelle des
oceans , et la modelisation grille non structuree.

Fret aerien
Comme transporteur officiel du Congres, Air Canada offre
une reduction de 25 % sur les tarifs appl icables au fret
aerien (aeroport a aeroport) , en s'assurant de mentionner
Ie numero de I'evenement CV 042138. S.V.P., contactez Ie
bureau du fret aerien d'Air Canada Ie plus pres pour des
rense ignements add itionnels . Consultez egalement la page
du site Web d'Air Canada: www.aircanada.ca/cargo.
Renseignements sur "hotel
Le Congres se tiendra a I'Hote l Fantasyland
(http://www.fantasylandhotel.com/home/) du West
Edmonton
Ma
ll
(http://www.westedma ll. com/hom e/hom epa ge .asp) de
renommee mondia le, a Edmonton.

a

Le CPS du congres est heureux de faire I'annonce de la
confirmation de deux excellents conferenciers qui traiteront
des deux themes mentionnes plus haut lors des plenieres
du congres. De I'lnstitut des sciences de la mer, Eddy
Carmack parlera de I'ocean Arctique et de ses liaisons avec
les autres bassins . De I'universite Rutgers des Etats-Unis,
Dale Haidvogel discutera des developpements recents de
la mode lisation et des m odeles ocean iques.

Nous avons obtenu des taux speciaux pour les gens qui
demeu reront I'hotel lars du Congres. Les prix pour une
cham bre d'hotel sont :

a

Des sessions additionnelles suivantes se ront auss i mises
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Regulier

SCMO 2004

Cham bre
Superieure

$175

$109

Cham bre
executive

$195

$129

Chambre
thematique

$235

$149

Cham bre
thematique de
luxe

$305

$199

Canadian National Committee for SCOR

(omite national canadien pour SeOR

Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research
Call for New Working Groups
The Scientific Comm ittee on Oceanic Research (SCOR)
is accepting proposals fo r ne w work ing groups, from now
until Apr il 30 , 2004. SCOR cons iders several proposals
for new working groups each year. It is expected that two
such proposals may be funded to start in 2005 . Working
groups are usually formed of not more than 10 members,
to deliberate on a narrow ly focused topic and de velop a
publication for the primary scientific literature. The intent
is to have their work completed within 4 years or less.
SCOR has sponsored (a lone or w ith other organizations)
over 120 working groups, including the current ones.
Selection of new working groups will be made at the 36th
SCOR Genera l Meeting in Venice, Italy on September 2730, 2004. The intervening May-August timeframe will
allow for proposal review and modification. A model
proposal and other information about w orking groups may
be found at www.ihu .edu /scor/wkgrpinfo .htm

Un groupe de chambres a ete reserve pour Ie Congrss de
la SCMO a I'Hotel Fa nta syland , 17700 87'" Avenue ,
Edmonton , Alberta , Canada T5T 4V4 .
Tel. : (780) 444-3000 ; Telecopieur : (780) 444-3294 .
Reservations : 1-800-737-3783 .
Lorsque vous ferez votre reservation a I'hotel , s.v.p.,
demandez les prix pour une chambre offe rte lars du
Congrss de la SCMO en mentionnant Ie code de
I'evenement Block Code CMOS . La date limite pour les
prix speciaux offerts lars du Congrss est Ie 1" mai 2004.

National SCOR comm ittees are an important aspect of
SCOR's operation and playa key role in reviewing
working group proposa ls. Proponents shou ld submit their
proposals th rough their national committees , although
SCOR will also accept proposa ls from individuals and
other organizations. Inform ation regarding t he Canadian
National Com m ittee for SCOR may be found at
www.cn cscor.ca

S.V.P., reservez tot afin d'eviter la bousculade des derniers
moments et/ou la deception .

FREE PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE

m

As part of an internationa l publications
exchange , CMOS has started to receive
~
.;
some Russian publications , specifically
•
Meteoro logy and Hydrology (monthly), as
well as a book which seems to be Oceans
and Tides Modelling. These books are 100% written in
Russian . Anyone interested can contact Richard Asselin at
PUbl ications@cmos.ca
\

!.

Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA)
International Scientific Symposium on Climate
Change in the Arctic, Reykjavik, Iceland
21-24 September 2004
The ACIA scientific symposium will be convened at
Nordica Hotel Sudurlandsbraut 2, in Reykjavik, the capital
of Iceland, on 21-24 September 2004 , just prior to the
Fourth Arctic Council Ministerial Meeting .

PUBLICATIONS GRATUITES DISPONIBLES
En vertu d'un echange international de publications , la
SCMO a com menee a recevoir une revue mensuelle russe
Meteorologie et Hydrolog ie, de meme qu'un livre qui semble
porte sur la Modelisation des oceans et des marees. Ces
livres sont totalement serits en russe. Toute personne
interessee doit contacter Richard Asselin a
P u bl ications@scmo .ca

The May 2004 announcement w ill include programme
details , logistics, and reg istration informat ion . Updates
about the
symposium
will
be posted
on
http :// www . acia . uaf. ed u,
http : //ww w. amap . no.
http://www.iasc.no, and http://www .caff.is .
The fee of the sympos ium has provisionally been set at
200 USD (early registration 150 USD) . For more
information , please contact Svanhvit Bragadottir, Us!.
(svanh vit@ustis) or Nirna B. Berndsen , Congress
Reykjavik (birna@congress .is)
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the Japan Prize for Marine Biology. Paul Kennedy from
CBC said: "Timothy Parsons is an unknown national
treasure--possibly because he's always dared to say what
nobody wants to hear. But if you love our ocean planet,
you'll need to read this book."

SHORT NEWS I NOUVELLES BREVES
CANADA'S CLIMATE IS CHANGING
A report entitled "Climate, Nature People: Indicators of
Canada's Chang ing Climate" describes changes to
Canada's climate during the 20th century and reviews
trends and implications for twelve climate change
indicators. Temperatu re, precipitation, and other trends
identified in the report suggest that climate in many regions
of Canada is changing. The report can be accessed at
http://www.ccme.ca/initiativeslclimate.html

INCORPORATING CLIMATE CHANGE into the EIA
PROCESS
ClimAdapt (http://www.climadapt.com) is a partnersh ip
involving private sector environmental firms, nongovernmental associations, and three levels of
government. Some ClimAdapt members have developed
a methodology for integrating climate change into an
environmental impact assessment (EIA) process thatforms
the basis for the "Practitioner's Guide to Incorporating
Climate Change into the Env ironmental Impact
Assessment
Process"
available
http://www.climadapt.com/Climatapt%20PDFs/EIA%20G
uide%200ct20%202003.pdf

MODIS: NEAR REAL-TIME IMAGERY
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) is a 36-band spectroradiometer measuring visible
and infrared radiation. Derived data products include:
vegetation, land su rface cover, ocean chlorophyll
fluorescence, cloud and aerosol properties, fire occurrence,
snow cover, and sea ice cover. MODIS near real-time
imagery
is
now
available
on l ine
at
http://rapidfi re. sci. gsfc. nasa. govIrealti mel

CMOS Accredited Consultants
Experts-Conseils accredites de la SCMO
PROCEEDINGS of the 2003 CANADIAN COASTAL
CONFERENCE
The Canadian Coastal Science and Engineering
Association (CCSEA) is a non-profit association dedicated
to the promotion of Canadian coastal science and
engineering. The Association acts as a forum for research
and development related to coastal issues and as an
advocacy group. The proceed ings of the 2003 CCSEA
Conference held in October 2003 in Kingston, Ontario are
now available at http://www.cciw.ca/ccsea/ccc03procl

Garnal Eldin Orner Elhag, C,Chern., MCIC
Chemical Oceanography,
Pollution Control and Water Technology
402 Delaware Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M6H 2T8 Canada
Tel: (416) 516-8941 (Home)
Email;omer86@sprint.ca

A NEW OCEANS ACTION PLAN for CANADA
The Speech from the Throne which opened the 3" Session
of the 37 th Parl iament of Canada on 2 February 2004
outlined the Government's priorities. These include
"opportunities to maximize the potential of our vast coastal
and offshore areas through a new Oceans Action Plan".
The full Speech is available at http://www.pm.gc.ca/eng/sftddt.asp. The Action Plan was on the agenda of the federal
Deputy Ministers' Interdepartmental Committee on Oceans,
wh ich met on 10 February for the first time in several
years.
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The Sea's Enthrall: Memoirs of an Oceanographer
EcceNova Editions qre proud to announce the publication
of The Sea's Enthrall: Memoirs of an Oceanographer, by
Tim Parsons, PhD, Winner of the Japan Prize. Copies are
now available for special order through bookstores, and is
also available on Amazon and other online stores. The
Sea's Enthrall recounts Dr. Parson's fascinating life story,
from his early years in Ceylon and England, to his formal
scientific training in Canada, and beyond, to an audience
with the Emperor of Japan, as Canada's first recipient of
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C ontinuous, Real-TIme mapping of ocean surface
currents has advanced to the next level with the long
Range seasonde®, the latest addition to the SeaSon de
family of coastal HF radars. Typical range achieved is
between 170·220 km depending on environmental conditions. All SeaSonde products employ the same unique,
compact antenna designs, low power outp ut and user·
friendly software that ma kes owning and operating your
own system both convenient and affordable.
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THE LEADERS IN HF RADAR TECHNOLOGY

TEL 408 -773-8240 FAX 408-773-0514
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